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ABSTRACT
 
The purpose of this project is to design a curriculum
 
to improve Taiwanese vocational high school students'
 
performance in writing. In Taiwan, students are required to
 
learn composition from elementary school to high school.
 
After twelve years of practice, most students have learned
 
how to write a grammatically correct composition. However,
 
seldom do students know how to express their own views in
 
writing. The reason for this is that Taiwanese education
 
does not provide enough training and opportunity for
 
students to express themselves.
 
The current standardized admissions system (Joint
 
Entrance Exam) has little benefit in promoting written
 
ability, and does not help students learn to think. Neither
 
does the traditional ''^cram" culture help students to learn
 
to organize their own thinking. Therefore, Taiwan's young
 
people lack the ability to solve problems. The academic
 
pressure of exams leaves teachers little time to teach the
 
basic writing process. Traditional writing strategies
 
emphasize a bottom-up approach in which the writing
 
processes are mastered separately. This curriculum design
 
will focus on improving students' abilities in critical
 
thinking, organized thinking, problem solving, writing
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process, and learning strategies; all components of a good
 
writing curriculum.
 
Chapter One explores the ptoblems which cause Taiwanese
 
students to be; write; creatively. Chapter Two
 
^	 reviews related literature huch as critical thinking,
 
graphic.'organizers,: problem solving, writing process, and
 
learning strategies. Chapter Three and Chapter Four provide
 
the theoretical foundation and design of this curriculum
 
project. Chapter Five proposes a plan for evaluating the
 
effectiveness of this project once it has been completed. .,
 
i%>pendix A feature two units of lessons: "Making Choices,"
 
, and "Career Choices."
 
Writing dsyery important in current society. A good
 
composition can express the writer's thoughts well and can
 
also impress the reader. This curriculum project will help
 
Taiwanese vocational high school students to develop
 
■	 proficient writing skills. 
w;
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
 
Background of This Project
 
Taiwanese students are required to learii coitiifjosition
 
from.elementary school to high/scho.dll Aftet.twelve years . 
of practice, students have learned how to write h: : 
grammatically correct composition. .However, seldom do. 
students know how to express their own :view& ih writing. 
Besides giving their "gut reactions" to things Ipy'writing . 
what they like or do not like, students are rarely able to 
give the.reasons for their feelings.; The essays.of many; ■ . 
high school students are filled with cdntradictory ideas, 
and they are often not able to get their point across 
cogently.
 
If you assign a high school class to write a
 
composition about a topic, you will probably get many
 
similar compositions. The essays may have very similar
 
features (introduction, body and conclusion), and closely
 
resemble the samples in the textbooks. . The reason for this ^
 
is. that'Taiwdhede education does not provide enough training
 
and opportunity for students to express themselves.
 
Usually, students just memorize the form of models provided
 
and then copy them. Therefore, they are only interested in
 
addressing issues superficially and very rarely invest their
 
intellectual effort to write something creatively.
 
The purpose of this project is to explore the factors
 
which cause Taiwanese students to be unable to write
 
creatively; seek solutions; and design a curriculum to
 
improve Taiwanese students' writing.
 
Target Teaching Level
 
The Education System in Taiwan
 
At the age of seven, children in Taiwan enter
 
elementary school for six years, and then continue to junior
 
high school for another three years. At the elementary and
 
junior high school levels, education is compulsory. After
 
graduation from junior high school, students can enter a
 
senior high school, a vocational high school or a five-year
 
junior college (see Figure 1). These secondary schools
 
provide three to five years of study. Senior high schools
 
are preparatory schools for higher education, and vocational
 
schools and five-year junior college are aimed at technical
 
or commercial training. Beyond the junior high school
 
level, all schools admit students by means of an entrance
 
examination. Every year more than 100,000 young people take
 
the Joint Entrance Exam for public and private colleges and
 
universities. After graduation from college, if the
 
stiidents want to, they may go to graduate school or go
 
abroad for advanced education.
 
  
Figure 1. The Education System in Taiwan
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Vocational High School
 
The vocatiohal high school is my target level to teach
 
in Taiwan. The goal of the vocational high school is to
 
students' practical sfc This educational system
 
consists of different.programs in various fields, such as
 
business, industry, nursing, home eddnp^^ics/^^^^vd^^
 
and foreign, languages.
 
Most students in the vocational high school do not plan
 
to continue higher education. They usually.obta.iJ^ .
 
employment after graduation, so they have nO more entrance
 
examination pressure. Thus, teachers in the vocational high
 
school have more freedom and flexibility to take charge of
 
course content and teaching materials. In this level, I
 
have the opportunity to todbWdstudents to'W 
; :. ; creatively.; ■ .This is the reason why I piah :td teach in this 
level.
 
and Solutions
 
the Impact of the Joint Entrance Exam
 
difficult not to touch upon- the . influence,.of: thev
 
joint entrance examination when one is to describe how
 
. Taiwanese children grow up. The exaMnatio.nr;.has takeh ,al..
 
position in China's history that could be rivaled in^^^^^f
 
: countries. Schools at both the CQllege and high schooled ;
 
level have a 40-year history of admissions thtough .
 
 standardized exams. Because of the existence of the
 
entrance exam today, it is hard to have a balanced
 
curriculum. The current standardized admissions system only
 
uses a small number of academic subjects to evaluate the
 
tested students' abilities. In other words, the exam system
 
makes both teachers and students emphasize test-oriented
 
studies and neglect such subjects as ethics, physical
 
education, art and social skills. At present, the teacher's
 
objective is to focus on helping students to pass tests.
 
■ , ■ ■ 
Therefore, Taiwanese students force themselves to
 
memorize English grammar rules and repetitively practice
 
solutions to math problems. This has no benefit in
 
promoting written or spoken English ability, and does not
 
help anyone learn to think (Chen, 1997). When writing,
 
students are concerned with getting higher scores. They are
 
afraid to express their own viewpoints; they always write
 
what they guess the examiner would like to hear.
 
To counteract this, I would encourage students to
 
express their thoughts and think critically. Because the
 
vocational high school students do not have entrance exam
 
pressure, they can write whatever is in their minds. I
 
believe that training in critical thinking can help them to
 
think deeply and to write logically.
 
 The Cram Culture
 
Taiwan's Minister of Education asserts that
 
supplementary study schools (or "cram schools" as they are
 
often known) are the great villain targeted by education
 
reform. Cram schools are increasingly professional. They
 
offer everything from single-subject lessons that treat
 
specific weakness, to generalized courses that help students
 
. ■ ■ ■ 
bone up on generalized academic skills. No matter if you
 
are preparing for junior high, high school, vocational
 
school or technical college, the cram schools seem to be
 
fully prepared to offer their own secret recipes for
 
success. If you are willing to walk in the door, they will
 
take you wherever you want to go, whether it be college,
 
graduate school, or public or private universities. Even
 
after you have graduated from a university, there are all
 
kinds of career-training cram schools, propping you for
 
TOEFL, qualifying licensing examinations, and even
 
specialized tests for journalism or foreign service.
 
In addition to the professional cram schools spread
 
throughout every neighborhood, Taiwan has even developed a
 
"Cram School Boulevard" that is famous far and wide. At
 
present, the fame of many of the teachers of the cram school
 
world is promoted by the cram schools. These teachers are
 
cultivated like movie stars. For this reason, they best be
 
young, vivacious and attractive - most men are handsome and
 
debonair, most ladies pretty and extrovert (Chen, 1996).
 
Even teachers' names are being specially designed. Some
 
cram schools put teachers' faces on posters, photographs and
 
drawings, hanging them high in front of the cram school
 
door.
 
Most important, nearly every "star teacher" has a set
 
of gimmicks to sort out major points and condense the
 
teaching material. They are able to arrange the important :
 
details of textbooks into compartmentalized lectures- . Using^^
 
all kinds of special skills like association and outlines<r
 
they can actually ram the crucial points of exams into the
 
students' brains. Nonetheless, after the test is over/ j
 
nither teachers nor students really care whether this "dead
 
knowledge" is of any use.
 
This traditional pedagogic method - the teacher
 
prepares and organizes all the teaching materials and
 
lectures, the students listen - causes students to lose the
 
opportunity to learn to organize their own thinking.
 
writing a composition, the students do not know how to build
 
the order and structure in their minds. Thus, most their
 
articles-are filled with contradiction and poor reasoning.
 
To counteract this loss, I will teach students to:use
 
graphic organizers to help them to structure their thinking.
 
Students^ Lack of Problem Solving Skills
 
Chinese that "all things are beneath,
 
cbntempt, only education is^to be esteemed,'' Chinese
 
parents, affected by the traditional pressure, think that
 
learning is the duly path to success. M^ith such concern for
 
theif children, .patents are: willing;tb invest much.money and
 
: effort.^^^^ ^ - a. commercial slogan i"boh't let your ' 
child fall behind at the starting line." A classic 
descriptioh of the pressure on the modern child features 
English lessons at ■three, music: or. atts.. classes at five,, a v 
multi-vitamin every day,: ahd a health drink f^ children to 
take along with them to school (Li, 1992) . Because of these 
customs, few parents will take the time to consider whether 
or not the children are enjoying what they are studying or 
what they are eating. 
The parents' only concern is "competition." They 
always think what they do is best for their children. They 
make efforts to send their children to the best schools, 
choose the subjects for their children, and even find jobs 
for their children. They solve children's financial, 
educational, and social problems. To sum up, Chinese 
parents try to solve all problems that arise for their 
children. 
 Under these,'Gircums^t^^ young people
 
lack the ability to solve problems. This is especially true
 
when..to are confronted with an intellectually demanding
 
task such as writing. ThuS/ most of their cpmpositiohs just
 
follow the teacher's instruction and lack creativity. To
 
counteraGt thisV i will;teach students the concepts .of
 
problem solying : and giye,to the opportunities; to solve
 
problems by themselves.
 
The Textbook and Academic Pressures
 
For many years, the curriculum for primary and .
 
secondary education in Taiwan has been centrally planned by
 
national education policy makers. For the most part,
 
textbooks provide difficult and boring material.
 
The academic pressure of exams causes many teachers to
 
merely follow the textbooks. It is assumed that the best
 
'teacher is the one who strives to pour everything from the
 
textbooks into the students. At present, the examination
 
questions test students' memories. Most teachers have
 
students;niemorize the ehtird textbook from which exam
 
questions are taken.
 
Why do students have to memorize so much content?
 
Except for taking exams, for what is it useful? Students
 
never consider who decides what they should learn, and
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 whether or not there might be alternatives. Both students
 
and teachers rarei^ question the cdntent of the textbooks. ■ 
^ English compdsitipri comprises 15 percent of the
 
English component of the entrance exam. In the usual : ; :
 
English writing class/ the teacher puts a topic on the board
 
and gives studentst.a model article. . The teacher usually
 
encodrages Studehts: to memPrize and imitate the model
 
articles presented in the textbook. Seldom do teachers
 
spend time to teach the basic writing process to studehts.
 
Therefore, most students cannpt write ah English letter even
 
when they graduateifrom cpllege. 't' "': t ; ^ ^
 
In the IS^OS; in'Taiwan, a. textbook revolution is taking
 
place. After five or.six years of planning and pressure,
 
primary and,secondary school,.textbook production, will be .
 
opened to the private sector, ending the standardized
 
national text system. More and more people will participate
 
in the decisions about what children learn. In order to
 
improve students' writing skill, I will teach them the basic
 
■writing'^''procehs..'^V,.\' jV, ; . 'y 
Lack of Learning Strategies 
.In Taiwan, beginning English writers traditionally 
learn to write through a bottom-up process. The mechanics. 
of handwriting are deveioped,first, followed by copying of 
words and sentences, exercises for punctuation and spelling. 
10 
 and finaily^/t-h^;:deve:l©pment^^ longer-

compositions on assigned topics. This traditional approach
 
to . writing emphasizes;: a ma-inly. bottoin--,up approach in which
 
the writing processes are mastered separately^ The
 
as.sumption'(Underlying .this, approach,i that:.students will
 
eyehtually be able to integrate all the separate sKills and
 
thud:'will be-a write to express meaning;.
 
. ; In: n to writing, the m^ what is
 
written:.i's , cohsidered;to ,b,e. more ,important than the separate
 
skills underlying writing (Chamdt & O'Malley, 1994).
 
Studies of how writers actually go about the task of
 
producing wtitten text and:of the differences between novice
 
and expert writers have resulted in a process-orient.ed
 
(■approach: tt> ,w^ instruction Vrhich , emphasizes the 
Communication of.meaning through . writ:in:g ..ahd de-emphasizes 
the importance of correct form until the final editing 
process (Chamot & O'Malley, 1994) . . 
In order to improve Taiwanese students' performance on 
language learning tasks, I will investigate some of the , 
newer learning strategies and adapt appropriate strategies 
to different types of tasks. Once ,students begin to > 
regulate their own learning through a strategic approach to 
learning tasks, they are no longer totally dependent on the 
11 
  
 
 
 
teacher. Thus, they can become successful learners in
 
foreign language contexts.
 
Objectives of This Project
 
My goal is to help students obtain an environment of
 
joyful learning, far from the distorted value system of the
 
"examination hell." I hope all my students will grow up to
 
be self-confident and interested in learning new things. My
 
teaching goals will be the following:
 
• Critical thinking: Students who not only are not afraid
 
of controversy, but are conscious of alternative
 
viewpoints, and tolerate diversity.
 
• Graphic organizers: Students who can organize their
 
thinking by using graphic organizers as a tool.
 
• Problem solving: Students who are able to collect
 
information, collate it, analyze it, and solve problems
 
by themselves.
 
• Writing process: Students who can generate topics, write
 
fluently, and edit their own work as they compose.
 
• Learning strategies: Students who are able to use a
 
variety of strategies to assist them in gaining
 
knowledge.
 
The Significance of This Project
 
Vocational high school students go into society
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directly:after graduating ffdiri 'schoGl. In spite of : : 
obtaining professionai knowledge,, students also ■ have to 
learn the skills to adapt to society. Writing is very 
importanh in/.curfent::SQ:ciety^vfor examp>le/ -la resuitie, a i 
letter or a project has to ihc profidient wfiting 
skills. A good composition can express, the writer's 
thoughts well and can also"imp^ress the'readers;. This ; 
-curricuiuni design wi,ll fbcUs;,.oh improving , students'
 
abilities ;ih critical thinkirig, ofganized thinking, problem
 
solvingv; W process, ;and learning strategies. I
 
believe thhse will help students to think critically, to
 
organize their thoughts, to solve problems, to write
 
creatively, to learn effectively, to discover where their
 
own.strong .points and interests lie, and. to.'design their '
 
future more actively.
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CHAPTER TWO OF THE LITERATURE
 
Based upon the above observations, five;aspects relate
 
to the gpal of .improving TaiwanesbryocatiO^^ high:schdpi
 
students' writing: (1) Gritic^^ thinking, (2) , graphic
 
organizers, (3) problem solving, (4) writing processes, (5)
 
learning strategies. Each of these areas represents a
 
potential addition that would enhance the curriculum.'
 
Critical Thinking
 
Langer and Applebee (1987) point out that good writing
 
and careful thinking go hand in hand. The National
 
Assessment of Educational Progress (1981) finds that by age
 
seventeen, most students were able to read a range of
 
material appropriate for their age level and to formulate
 
and exprdss their initial interpretations of that material.
 
Unfortunately, as the report states.
 
Students seem satisfied with their initial
 
interpretations of what they have read and seem
 
genuinely puzzled by requests to explain or defend
 
their points of view. As a result, responses to
 
assessment items requiring explanations of criteria,
 
analysis of a text, or defense of a judgment or point .
 
of view were generaliy disappointing. Few students
 
y could proyide more,, than superficial responses to such
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tasks, and even the "better" responses showed little
 
evidence of well-developed problem-solving strategies
 
or critical thinking skills (p. 2).
 
Applebee, Langer and Mullis' report (1986) on
 
achievement make it clear that the problem continues:
 
A major conclusion to draw from assessment is that
 
students at all grade levels are deficient in higher
 
order thinking skills. The findings indicate that
 
students have difficulty performing adequately on
 
analytic writing tasks, as well as on persuasive tasks
 
that ask them to defend and support their opinions.
 
Some of these problems may reflect a pervasive lack of
 
instructional emphasis on developing higher order
 
thinking skills in all areas of the curriculum, (p. 11)
 
Writing and thinking are deeply intertwined; however,
 
most children do not write frequently enough, and the
 
writing tasks they are given do not require them to think
 
deeply enough (Langer & Applebee, 1987). Thus, the first
 
concern of this project is with the development of critical
 
thinking.
 
Definitions of Critical Thinking
 
The term "critical thinking" has been defined in
 
different ways. According to Kurfiss (1988), critical
 
thinking is a rational response to questions. He defines
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 critical thinking as "an investigation whose purpose is to
 
explore a situation, phenomenon, question, or problem to
 
arrive at a hypothesis or conclusion about it that
 
integrates all available information and that can therefore
 
be convincingly justified" (Kurfiss, 1988, p. 2).
 
Ennis (1985) defines critical thinking as "reflective
 
and reasonable thinking that is focused on deciding what to
 
believe or not do" (p. 45). Brookfield (1987) describes
 
critical thinking as questioning the assiamptions that
 
underlie habitual ways of thinking. Bruner (1966) suggests
 
that critical thinking is the ability to form hypotheses.
 
Meyers (1986) defines it as the ability to produce
 
f ' - ■ 
generalizations, see new possibilities, and defer judgment.
 
For Smith (1990), it includes analyzing, drawing inferences,
 
and making judgments on the basis of some standards. Taba
 
(1959) sees critical thinking as generalizing, concluding,
 
or comparing and contrasting. For Wertheimer (1964),
 
critical thinking is productive thinking that leads to
 
advances in knowledge.
 
In critical thinking, all assumptions are "open to
 
question, divergent views are aggressively sought, and the
 
inquiry is not biased in favor of a particular outcome"
 
(Kurfiss, 1988, p. 2). In addition, Kurfiss suggests that
 
the outcomes of a critical inquiry are twofold: a conclusion
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(or hypothesis) and the justification offered in support of
 
it. These outcomes are usually set forth in the form of an
 
argument, defined as "the sequence of interlinked claims and
 
reasons that, between them, establish the content and force
 
of the position for which a particular speaker is arguing"
 
(Toulmin, Rieke, & Janik, 1979, p. 13). The need for
 
justification arises from the ill-defined nature of problem
 
to which the term "critical thinking" generally applies.
 
Because conclusions cannot be tested, the arguer must
 
demonstrate their plausibility by offering supporting
 
reasons (Voss, Tyler, & Yengo, 1983).
 
Academic and professional fields offer many
 
opportunities for critical thinking. Kurfiss (1988)
 
provides the following examples- A student offering
 
evidence from a literary text to support an insight about
 
what the author purposes is engaged in critical thinking.
 
Students investigating divergent reasons of a historical
 
event and attempting to formulate a plausible interpretation
 
of what really happened or to decipher the meaning of events
 
are engaged in critical thinking. Faculty studying a new
 
curriculum proposal are engaged in critical thinking.
 
According to Brookfield (1987), critical thinking can
 
result in a decision, a speech, a proposal or experiment, or
 
a document like a position paper. It can result in a new
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way of approaching significant issues in one's life or a
 
deeper understanding of the basis for one's actions.
 
Acquiring Knowledge for Critical Thinking
 
Students often fail to use knowledge from their courses
 
to analyze new problems (Voss al.y 1983). Nisbett^
 
Fong, Lehman and Cheng (1987) note that two, perhaps three,
 
courses taught by traditional methods may be necessary to
 
influence students' use of knowledge and discipline-specific
 
reasoning strategies. The following section reviews studies
 
with implications for accelerating development of studehts'
 
abilities in critical thinking in disciplines-based ;.
 
.instrUCtiOn.L-"ri''>^'. \ ^
 
Peelaratiye Knowledge. Acquiring large amounts bf
 
information does not ensure that will be used in subseguent
 
reasoning (Bransford, 1986). Declarative knowiedge,can be ;
 
acquired through memorization, but knowledge acquired by
 
rote is not helpful in solving unfamiliar problems or
 
thinking about complex issues (Collins) BrOwn/ Nei^hn,^^ ;
 
:1986) Kurfiss (,198,8) su^^^^^ knowledgetmust be well
 
understbod - reconstructed in schemes in memory - to ;
 
useful to the learner. He also notes that knowledge must
 
also be organized and accessible to the learner.
 
Students' success as problem solvers is "often hampered
 
by limited or incorrect understanding of concepts needed to
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construct an adequate model of the problem" (Kurfiss, 1988,
 
p. 34). Students often hold intuitive conceptions or
 
miscQhceptions that persist even after college-level
 
instfuction (Carey, 1986). Misconceptions are "consistent
 
ideas reliably held by the reasoner, which differ from
 
scientific conceptions held by experts" (Linn, 1986, p.
 
167). If misconceptions are present, the learner must do
 
more than acquire information. Vosniadou and Brewer (1987)
 
state that knowledge be restructured,:^ new
 
conceptions replacing ^pld ones, for true,understanding to 
■ occur v;' . If' .I'l''' '- . 
■ v : to methoda are useful in teaching causal : 
felatibhShips and,corfecfing misconception^•, , Collins and 
Stevens(1982) provide an analysis of inquiry methods. They 
analyzed the dialogue of teachers who used inquiry methods 
with students in order to identify the- goals and st^^teS'ies 
they used to foster students' reasonind*f\^ 
Coliins and Stevens, goals include teaching basic facts and 
cpncepts relevant to the topic.;:teaching specific,ful,es or
 
theories in a domain; and teaching how to derive a rule or
 
theory. Collins and Stevens alsbpbsefved;that teachers
 
used inquiry methods to encourage students to analyze a
 
situation in search of causal factors. They deliberately
 
asked questions, selected ^ examples, and used entfaprrteht
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strategies to elicit misconceptions in students' thinking so
 
that they could be corrected.
 
The schemas developed by students are influenced by the
 
organizational structure of the materials used to teach them
 
(Eylon & Reif, 1984). Armbruster (1984) suggests that
 
teachers and textbooks should often point out the organizing
 
principles, generalizations, or causal relationships that
 
will help students construct an adequate representation of
 
the material.
 
Students' performance of complex tasks is enhanced when
 
information is presented in hierarchical form, with
 
information most relevant to the task placed at the top of
 
the hierarchy (Eylon & Reif, 1984). Students who received
 
the information in a logical, linear, sequential fashion
 
performed less effectively than students who were given a
 
general procedure followed by the specific rules (Kurfiss,
 
1988).
 
People need to use their knowledge to solve problems.
 
When the learner is not informed that the knowledge will be
 
useful, access to relevant knowledge is greatly reduced
 
(Ferfetto, Bransford & Franks, 1983). Bransford (1986)
 
points out that providing a personally relevant context for
 
new material may increase its accessibility. For example,
 
in a lecture, the concept of attention was presented to one
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group of students by relating it to situations students
 
encounter daily. Another group simply learned about
 
experiments on the subject. Both groups initially learned
 
the material equally well. The context group, however,
 
reported thinking about the concept more often in the
 
following two days than those who simply learned about the
 
experiments (Bransford, 1986).
 
Simply presenting declarative knowledge to students is
 
"no guarantee that they will be able to use it to solve
 
problems, write essays, or think critically about issues for
 
which the knowledge is relevant" (Kurfiss, 1988, p. 38).
 
Kurfiss (1988) claims that critical thinking tasks should be
 
withheld from students until they have acquired a foundation
 
of knowledge. He also suggests that thinking tasks can
 
build from short assignments focused on one or two key
 
concepts to more complex assignments that encourage students
 
to integrate ideas from many sources so that they
 
simultaneously acquire knowledge and develop skill in using
 
it.
 
Procedural Knowledge. Declarative knowledge suffices
 
to talk or read about a subject; procedural knowledge makes
 
it possible to do something in the subject domain (Greeno,
 
1980; Larkin, Heller & Greeno, 1980; Simon, 1980).
 
Procedural knowledge relevant to critical thinking includes
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knowledge of how information , is ofotained/ianalyzed, aricl
 
communicated in a discipline (Loucker/ Cromwell, Fey &
 
Rutherford,:^19:84)-;.
 
Procedural knowledge can be taUght directly to students
 
Using a variety of methods that incorporate practice and
 
feedback on .the desired skill. Hillocks, Kahn and;^
 
Johannessen (1983) provide an example about learning to
 
write a good defihition. They note that students acquire
 
the greatest skill when they are given examples that might
 
illustrate a concept and asked to develop'ddfihitional
 
criteria. Students who analyze extended definitiohs and ,
 
write short definitions show no significant gains in the
 
overall.quality of their definitions or in the use of
 
criteria and examples. In composition instruction
 
generally, writing improves most when students use inquiry
 
strategies to develop their essays (Hillocks et. al., 1983).
 
Critical Thinking Should Be a Part of Every Course
 
Today both teachers and students can easily get much
 
information. Teachers sometimes despair of knowing how to
 
sort all the new information in their disciplines by '
 
determining what students need to know. Compared to .
 
teachers, students are less capable of coping with new
 
information and of making sense of the complex world.
 
Teachers can help their students deal with this complexity ^
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by suggesting analytical frameworks and perspectives for
 
sorting things out'and thinking critically about them
 
(Meyers, 1986, p. 115).
 
Critical thinking abilities do not develop by just
 
attending a course, nor will they arise from'listening to
 
lectures, reading texts, and taking exams. Meyers (1986)
 
points out that teachers must: know explicitly what:they mean
 
by critical thinking in the context of their disciplines and
 
must provide opportunities for students to practice critical
 
thinking skills and attitudes. In addition to teaching
 
explicit skills and analytical frameworks, Meyers suggests
 
that teachers must nurture attitudinal aspects of critical
 
thinking - students' innate source of interest, wonder, and
 
inquisitiyeness. Whitenqad (1967) also states that
 
significant learning usually: takes -.place only when learners
 
are motivated by some sense of wonder, mystery, and personal
 
interest. Thus, all teachers must be prepared to create
 
that interest.
 
In addition to creating classroom environments that '
 
encourage discussion, teachers use questioning, probing, and
 
pondering to foster critical thinking. Such environments
 
can be developed partly by structuring classroom time to
 
include more discussion and by designing clear, effective
 
written assignments" (Meyers, 1986, p. 116).
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Common Features of Critical Thinking Courses in the
 
Disciplines
 
A coitimon pedagogic for teaching critical thinking is
 
that teachers establish an agenda that includes learning to
 
think about subject matter. Students are active, involved,
 
consulting and arguing with each other, and responsible for
 
their own learning. Kurfiss (1988) provides the following
 
review of teaching practices that support critical thinking.
 
1.. Critical thinking is a learnable skill; the
 
instructor and peers are resources in developing
 
critical.thinking skills.
 
2. Problems, questions, or issues are the point of
 
entry into the subject and a source of motivation
 
for sustained inquiry. '
 
3. Successful courses balance challenges to think
 
critically.with support tailored to,students'
 
developmental needs.
 
4. Courses are assignment centered rather than text and
 
lecture centered. Goals, methods, and evaluation
 
emphasize using content rather than simply acquiring
 
it.
 
5. Students are required to formulate and justify their
 
ideas in writing or other appropriate modes.
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6.:Students collaborate to ;l©ar^ to stretcii their
 
jthinking for example, in pair problem solving;ahdl ;
 
■ small-group work.: ' 
7. The developmental needs of students are acknowredged
 
■and used as information in the design of the course. 
Teachers in these courses makes standards explicit 
and then help students learn how to achieve them, 
(pp. 88-89) 
It is clear that studentst capacity for critical; 
thinking can be developed in. the ■classroom,:: end that 7 , 
critical thinking abilities form an important cbmponeht of a 
writing curriculum.. • 
Graphic Organizers 
Graphics convey concepts and data so that objects and 
scenes are easy to visualize, processes are easy to foltow, 
comparisons are easy to make, and trends and other 
relationships;are easy :to spot (Harris ;Cuhhingham, 1994) .: 
Graphic organizers can::be,used::.to iliustr:at:ev.how:information 
:is related. . The graphic organizers depict hey ski 
(compare and. contrast, sequence,- part/i/hble relatidnhhips:, i. . 
classification, and analogy) and involve students in active 
thinking about textual information to promote.clearer1' 
understandihg: of content lessons (Parks & BiaCk, 199^b| ^  
Diagrams 'serve aS- "mental maps to depict. complex : y 
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relationships in any subject and at any grade level" (Parks
 
& Black, 1990, p. 2). Thus, graphic organizers become a
 
metacognitive tool to transfer the thinking processes to
 
other lessons which feature the same relationships.
 
The use of graphic organizers encourages students to
 
see information as components of systems or as contrasting
 
concepts, rather than as isolated facts. Parks and Black
 
(1990) state that once information and relationships have
 
been recorded on graphic organizers, students then use the
 
pictorial outline to form more abstract comparisons,
 
evaluations, and conclusions (see Figure 2). Parks and Black
 
also note that these diagrammatic outlines help students
 
organize their thinking for writing, for oral or visual
 
presentations, and for problem solving.
 
What Are Graphic Organizers?
 
According to Jones, Pierce, and Hunter (1988), graphic
 
organizers are visual illustrations of verbal statements.
 
Many graphic organizers are used commonly in daily life; for
 
example, flow charts, pie charts, line charts, bar charts
 
and family trees. More sophisticated graphics include
 
fishbone maps, T-charts, compare/contrast matrices, spider
 
maps, cluster diagrams, continuum/scale diagrams, network
 
tree diagrams, venn diagrams and so on (see Figures 3, 4, 5,
 
6, 7 , 8, 9 & 10).
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Figure 2. The Funetions.of Graphic Organizers .(Pa±K
 
Black, 1990,; 2). 
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materialfor more abstract
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Figure 3. Fishbone Map with Explanation (Jones,- Pierce &
 
Hunter, 1988).
 
Cause 1 Cause 2.
 
Detail /Detail
 
Result
 
Detail Detail
 
Cause 3 Cause
 
A Fishbone Map is used to show the causal interaction of a
 
complex event (an election, a nuclear explosion) or complex
 
phenomenon (juvenile delinquency, learning disabilities).
 
Key frame questions: What are the factors that cause X?
 
How do they interrelate? Are the factors that cause X the
 
same as those that cause X to persist?
 
Figure 4. T-Chart with Explanation (Jones, Pierce & Hunter,
 
1988).
 
Causes Effects
 
This chart can be used to help, students see relationships
 
between information. It can be used to list causes (left
 
column) with effects (right column) or to list words
 
associated with a topic or story character.
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Figure 5. Compare/Contrast Matrix with Explanation (Jones,
 
Pierce & Hunter, 1988).
 
Name 1 Name 2
 
Attribute 1
 
Attribute 2
 
Attribute 3
 
The Compare/Contrast Matrix used to show similarities and
 
differences between two things (people, places,, events,
 
ideas, etc.).
 
Key frame questions: What things are being compared? How
 
are they similar? How are they different?
 
Figure 6. Spider Map with Explanation (Jones, Pierce &
 
Hunter, 1988).
 
Main idea
 
Detail Detail
 
Topic
 
Concept
 
Theme
 
The Spider Map is used to describe a central.idea: a thing,
 
a process, a concept, a proposition. The map may be used to
 
organizer ideas or brainstorm ideas for a writing project.
 
Key frame questions: What is the central idea? What are
 
its attributes? . What are its functions?
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Figure 7. Clustering with Explanation (Parks & Blacks,
 
1990)..
 
Clustering is a nonlinear activity that generates ideas,
 
images and feelings around a stimulus word. As students
 
cluster, their thoughts tumble out, enlarging their word
 
band for writing and often enabling them to see;patterns in
 
their ideas. Clustering may be , a class or an individual
 
activity. .
 
Figure 8. Continuum/Scale with Explanation (Jones, Pierce &
 
Hunter, 1988).
 
Low High
 
Continuum/Scale is used for time lines showing historical
 
events, ages (grade levels in school), degrees of something
 
weight), shades of meaning or rating scales (achievement in
 
school).
 
Key frame questions: What is being scaled? What are the
 
end points?
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Figure 9. Network Tree with Explanation (Parks & Blacks,
 
1990).
 
Network Tree is used to show causal information (causes of
 
poverty), a hierarchy, (types of insects), or branching
 
procedures (the circulatory system)
 
Key frame questions: What is the superordinate category?
 
What are the subordinate categories? How are they related?
 
How many levels are there?
 
Figure 10. Venn Diagram with Explanation ;Jones, Pierce &
 
Hunter, 1988),
 
A
 
The Venn diagram is made up of two or more overlapping
 
circles. It is frequently used as a prewriting activity to
 
enable students to organize thoughts or textual quotations
 
prior to writing a compare/contrast essay. This activity
 
enable students to organize similarities and differences
 
visually.
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graphic organizers are associated with
 
frames. Jones et. : ai > (1988) pointJput- that - frames are sets
 
of questions:'or:categ°^A®®^ ^rp: fundamentaX: to
 
understanding a given topic. Figures 3 to XO prese
 
frame for each of the graphic structures. .
 
Graphic organizers are, importaut beea-ute' 
Xearner to comprehend,'.sunpaarf^ :and:sVhtheSize coinpXex : t' 
ideas in, ways,;that ,in .iciahy instances/ surpass verbal : 
statements.: (Patten,- Ghap :ileigeXuth, 1986.). .In addition, ■ 
graphic prgahizers add a vistiaX: aid to tfe thinking
 
processes invoXved in the comprehensipn of text.: A good
 
graphic organizer can show the key parts of a whoXe and
 
their reXations. Therefore, a good graphic organizer can
 
aXXow a hoXiStic,uhderst^i^ that words aXdhe cannot ,
 
convey. Construeting a .graphic,orgahizer can heXp .students;
 
to think how informatiori is teXated and cXassified (HeimXich
 
& PitteXman,. X986,v: JPhnsori & Pearson, 1986). : Further, ,
 
graphic representations provide input in two modes (visual
 
and verbal), rather than just one (Paivio, 1971). Once a 1
 
graphic has task students find
 
difficult will become easier.
 
Constructing Graphic Outlines
 
important rule in cohstrusting graphic organizeis is
 
that "the structure of graphic should reflect the stfucfure.
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ot the text it represents'':( PierGe & Hunter,, 1988, p.
 
21). The generic graphic outlining procedure described
 
below is developed by Jones, Pierce and Hunter (1988, pp.
 
21-24) to serve as a model for ordinary chapter assignments.
 
Survey. First of all, the students survey the title,
 
subheadings, illustrations and their captions, the initial
 
summary or abstract, and the objectives of the text to
 
detefmine what the passage discusses and how the discussion ;
 
is' struefui^ed' Students should ask themselves questions
 
like these: Are concepts presented in a hierarchy? Does
 
the text suggest a timeline of information? Does the author
 
compard and contrast two or more concepts? Is the text an
 
explanatiori. of something? What, signal words are. apparent?
 
In this questioning process, the students interact
 
intensively with the text and their thoughts go back and
 
forth from the text to memory and current graphic
 
organizers.
 
Represent. Students begin to form a hypothesis about
 
the structure of the text and mentally search their
 
repertoire of graphic structures for the best fit. All
 
graphic organizers have a corresponding mental model. The
 
mental model is constructed by the students' fundamental
 
understanding of a given text or problem. At this point,
 
the mental model is essentially a tentative prediction of
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which graphiG organizer would best express the information
 
in the text.
 
Whether or not the students are able to construct a
 
graphic at this point depends on the students' prior
 
knowledge, the clarity of the text, the weight of the
 
evidence in support of the students' hypothesis, and the
 
purpose for learning. If the text is poorly written or if
 
the students are confused or lack prior knowledge of an
 
appropriate structure, they may be unable to construct a
 
graphic organizer without sustained reading and repeated .
 
corrections. Once a graphic form has been predicted,
 
students need to examine their background knowledge of the
 
topic and the structure and to survey the text features
 
again to determine how the specific graphic should be
 
organized.
 
Read with comprehension monitoring. Having
 
hypothesized a graphic outline, the students are ready to
 
read the material with the following purposes: to fill in
 
gaps in understanding, to look for ideas not yet accounted
 
for in the organizer, and to clarify any questions raised
 
during the survey or while reading. This is a stop/start
 
process requiring numerous pauses to compare new information
 
to the hypothesized organizer and to one's prior knowledge
 
of the topic. In making these comparisons, the students can
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test anticipated ideas and relations as well as clarify or
 
revise previous ideas.
 
After students have read the passage, they should
 
reflect on their overall understanding, asking questions
 
such as these: What were the most important ideas in the
 
text, and how do they relate? Were the graphic organizers I
 
chose the most accurate and complete? How should I revise
 
my mental model? Are there any points that I find puzzling
 
or unclear? Are they important? Do I need further
 
clarification or research?
 
Outline. After having chosen one of the graphic forms,
 
students should complete the graphic outline, using the
 
questions or categories in the appropriate frame as a guide.
 
Students may add some details from their own background
 
knowledge, or even change the organizer at this point.
 
Summarize. Finally, students should construct a
 
summary based on the information in the graphic outline.
 
Paragraphs or oral reports should be build around the major
 
parts of the graphic outline.
 
Training Students to Use These Procedures
 
It is very important to introduce graphic outlining to
 
students in a positive way. According to Jones al.
 
(1988), there are five steps for teachers to use to train
 
students in these procedures.
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step 1. Present at least one good example. Presefl-t at
 
least one good example of a completed graphic outline that
 
match the type of outline teachers will teach. Use
 
cooperative learning to ensure that students examine the
 
sample graphic outlines closely.
 
Step 2. Model how to construct the graphic outline.
 
Model how to construct either the samd graphic Outline or
 
the one to be introduced. Describe the decision-making
 
process, and show students how to use frame questions to
 
choose and plan an outline.
 
Step 3. Provide procedural knowledge. Discuss when
 
students should use the graphic organizer and why, and what
 
their responsibility is in the learning process. Students
 
need to appreciate and practice the technique, which will
 
help motivate students to invest the time to develop their
 
repertoires of graphic outlining strategies.
 
Step 4. Coach the students. Have students work as a
 
whole class and then in small groups to plan their first
 
graphic. Ask them to share and compare their outlines with
 
the other groups. Also, ask them to explain how and why
 
they made the decisions that they did. Teachers should
 
provide them with ample feedback.
 
Step 5. Give the students opportunities to practice.
 
Teachers should give students opportunities to practice
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outlining individually and independently, and then give them
 
feedback.
 
In addition to following the above steps, Jones et.
 
al., (1988) also recommend that teachers address the
 
following issues when teaching these strategies. First,
 
when students become more capable of organizing information
 
for themselves, teachers should shift responsibility to
 
students. Second, teachers must be willing to permit
 
individual differences in thinking. Third, teachers need to
 
be willing to reveal their own thinking processes, including
 
confusion and making mistakes, when they demonstrate how to
 
revise a hypothesis, graphic outline, or summary. Fourth,
 
teachers need to set clear objectives; tests must be based
 
on the objectives; and passages should be chosen to support
 
those objectives.
 
Writing as Problem Solving
 
One important way to view writing is as problem solving
 
(Hayes, 1989). Beaugrande (1984) and McCutchen (1986) state
 
that one significant characteristic of writing is that it
 
involves solving problems at a number of different levels,
 
with considerable interaction among levels, interaction
 
here means that solutions achieved at one level influence
 
those at another. A choice of text organization, for
 
instance, may affect the kinds of arguments that may be
 
, ■ ' r ■ ■ 
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 advanced, or a choice of type of.appeal to make to readers
 
may constrain the choice of vocabulary .(Bryson, Bereitef,
 
Scardamalia & Joram, 1991),
 
Beaugrande (1984) proposed a "multilevel parallel-stage
 
interaction model" of composing processes (see Figure 11),
 
which focuses on the kinds of symbolic structures
 
manipulated during text production and on the interactions
 
between component processes.
 
Figure 11. A Parallel-stage Interaction Model (Beaugrande,
 
1984). ,
 
Sounds/Letters Sounds/Letters
 
Phrases V \ f V V Phrases
 
Expression / \ \ \ y Expression
 
Conceptual 1 \ / V V Conceptual
 
Developmeiit \ A / Develonment
 
Ideas A / Ideas
 
Goal/ Goals
 
time
 
A critical feature of this model is that the organization of
 
component processes is based on notions of parallel
 
interactive processing, such that activity at any single
 
level can influence (and be influenced by) activity at any
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 other level/levels of.'the-, m , (Hiritpn & Anderson/. 1981,• : .
 
Rimelhart & McGlelland/ 1982} ; As the model depicted in
 
Figure 9: suggests, the. various, levels are orga.nized so as to
 
represent "processing depth,"with the shallowest levei at ;
 
the top (Sounds/Letters) and the deepest at the bottom
 
(Goals). The jagged line moving from left to right suggests
 
that,.with time, cOmpOsing-related thinking, gradually shifts
 
from primarily deep to prim,atily shallow levels of
 
processing,: albeit with, considerable.allowances for ■ 
departures from a simple linear trend. Beaugrande (1984)
 
. suggests that it. is critical for.stu.den.t-wr.iter.S: to . 1'
 
automatize text production factors, such as mechanics, due
 
to the heavy processing load created by the coordination of .
 
writing processes.
 
Flower and Hayes (1980,1981) emphasize both the goal-

directed and the recursive nature of problem solving during.
 
writing, and suggest that much mental effort during
 
composing is directed toward the elaboration and
 
coordination of plans designed to reduce cognitive strain.
 
These authors notes that "As a dynamic process, writing is
 
the act of dealing with an excessive number of simultaneous
 
demands or constraints. . Viewed this .. way, a writer in the
 
act is a thinker on a full-time cognitive overload" (p. 33).
 
To view:Wfiting as problem solving, therefore, is to
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view it in a somewhat paradoxical light (Bryson, Bereiter,
 
Scardamalia & Joram, 1991). The paradox can be largely
 
removed by adopting the premise that expert and nonexpert
 
are solving different problems. This premise is reasonable
 
because of the ill-structured nature of writing problems.
 
In particular, the goal state in writing tasks is usually
 
defined in only general terms, leaving the specification up :
 
to the writer. Consequently, it is possible for writers who
 
are ostensibly engaged in carrying out the same assignment
 
to be pursuing radically different goals. Even allowing for
 
differences in goals, however, there remain some serious
 
questions about problem solving in novice and expert
 
writers. These questions have to do with the cognitive load
 
imposed by the sheer multiplicity of problems that must be
 
addressed or circiomvented in some way in order for written '
 
composition to proceed.
 
Problems in Writing Composition
 
Goal setting and planning. In complex problem solving
 
tasks, planning serves to bridge the gap between an initial
 
state and a final goal state by providing a manageable set
 
of signposts for negotiating uncharted territory (Bryson et.
 
ad., 1991). Thus, a good plan reduces a large and
 
unmanageable problem into a series of reasonable subproblems
 
(Miller, Galanter & Pribram, 1960). Expert writers are
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trying to deal with multiple, goals simuitaneously during
 
composing, such as goals pertaining to truth and novelty of
 
the content as well as clarity and interest of the final
 
text (Hayes & Flower, 1986; Scardamalia & Paris, 1985).
 
Breuleux (1987) uses Frederiksen's (1975, 1987)
 
prepositional analysis system in order to conduct detailed
 
analyses of the thinking-aloud protocols of expert writers.
 
He reports that writers plan extensively throughout
 
composing, and that their plans are typically shallow so as
 
to "allow contextual refinements or inexpensive
 
reorgahi.zations.at lower levels according to local
 
properties of the problem-state" (p. 1). This view of
 
planning is consistent with data gathered from expert and
 
nonexpert writers' thinking-aloud protocols reported by
 
Flower and Hayes (1980), who suggest that "good plans are
 
rich enough to work from and argue about,,but cheap enough
 
to throw away" (p. 23).
 
As Flower and Hayes (1980) suggest, the expert writer
 
is dealing with an entirely different range of problems
 
during composing from those faced by the novice. For the
 
expert writer, the writing problem is not given by the topic
 
statement, but emerges in multiple attempts made by the
 
writer to complete the foilowing: (1) interpret the
 
significance of the topic on a different, generally more
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abstract level; and (2) transform the,topic so that it can 
be placed within.a personally meaningful epistemological 
perspective. Studies which have compared expert and novice 
writers reveal that skilled writers' thinking-aloud 
protocols exhibit a high density of goal-directed 
epistemological search operations in the construction and \ 
solution of problems throughdut composing (Bereiter, Burtis 
& Scardamalia, 1988; Berkenhotter,:,1983; Breuleux, 1987; 
Flower & Hayes, 1980; Paris, 1986; Scardamalia & Paris, 
1985). ■ 
Novice writer' thinking-aloud protocols typically 
reveal little or no planning activity (Burtis, Bereiter, 
Scardamalia & Tetroe, 1983; Hayes & Flower, 1986; Perl, 
1979). Amount of planning appears largely to be a function 
of level of expertise in writing, and not primarily an age-
related, developmental phenomenon. The novice writers in 
Perl's (1979) study started writing a few minutes after 
getting the topic■sentence as their primary content planning 
strategy, and interrupted content-related thinking 
frequently with surface-feature,concerns about spelling or 
punctuation. At the earliest stages of written language 
development, planning seems to consist of activities such as 
drawing pictures or making telegraphic notes that are 
designed to delimit a chunk of content that will reappear 
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uncharged in the final text. : H (1988) points.;out, that,
 
for emergent writers/ the task of writing is conflated with
 
surface features of the final product, and there appears to
 
be little ; or,; no awareness,ob -the;communicative or '
 
intentional dimensions of writingv :, For . scho,ol-:age: writers,,
 
pilanning appears to consist of the elaboration of content
 
rather than the representation of ,goals and subgoals for
 
achievihg specific, rhetbrical or ideatiohal effects;.
 
, Scardamalia and Paris (1985). report . that when'school-age
 
writers arp asked to state their main goal after writing,
 
they tend to provide a summary of;their main idea, or to , : ;
 
rephrase the topic.
 
Generating content. This level of processing is the
 
level at which main ideas or main points are determined.
 
Bereiter, Burtis and Scardamalia (1988) note that expert
 
writers spent significantly longer than novices in the
 
development of main points during composing. The expert
 
writers' main points are rated as representing a substantial
 
transformation of the topic assignment, which indicates that
 
mental effort is invested in "going beyond the problem as
 
given" (Bryson et. al., 1991, p. 67). These authors also
 
point out that the effect of age on the rated quality of
 
text-based statements of main point is almost entirely
 
mediated by amount of problem solving during composing.
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 Novice writers arrive at their main points in half a minute
 
or less andtde'vote the rest of their compdsing tinie to
 
generating specific content.
 
Reprocessing. Data from studies of writer's revision 
activities reveal conclusively that experts, in sharp 
contrast to novices/' (1) think of revision as a process of 
rethinking that can be applied to mental entities, like main 
points, goals, and plans,; as well as to textual entities, 
such as words and sentences (Flower, Hayes, Carey, Schriver 
and Stratman 1986; Murray, 1978); (2) engage in 
significan11y more revision than novices (Sommers, 1980); 
and changes to texts that are ■ ; 
correlated with higher ratings of test quality (Bridwell, 
1980);. ... > ' 
Alternative Organizations of the Composing Process
 
The dialectic between rhetorical and content problems.
 
There are numerous testimonials from writers indicating that
 
writing itself plays an important role in the development of
 
their understanding (Murray, 1978). In an interview, Sam
 
Shepard (Sessums, 1988) states
 
. The great thing about writing is that in the course of
 
going after it, it teaches you something. You start
 
out thinking you know something about it, but then you
 
discover you hardly know anything. And the more you do
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. it, the more things begin to inform you about where
 
you're going. (p. 78) ^
 
Writing involves solving twh .■general kinds of problems - '
 
content probieirts/ which are problenis of the writer's own
 
knowledge and beliefs, and rhetpfical problems, which are
 
problems having to do with achieving the goals of the
 
composition (Bryson et. al♦, 1991) . Scardamalia and
 
Bereiter (1985) report that problems arising in the ,
 
"rhetorical space" are often translated into problems
 
■ 	 requiring solution in the "content space." New decisions 
arrive at in the content space create new problems in the 
rhetorical space, and so on in a dialectical fashion. The 
result will often be that by the end of the composing 
process, both the writer's ideas and the nature of the 
written product have evolved in unexpected ways. Hence "the 
experience of writing as discovery" (Bryson et. al., 1991, 
p. 72) . 
The dialectical process is the distinctive 
characteristic of what Bereiter and Scardamalia (1987) ■ have 
elaborated as the knowledge-transformation model of 
composition (see Figure 12) . In this model, knowledge 
growth may or may not be a goal of the writer, but the 
■	 interactive working out of rhetorical and content problems 
can lead to knowledge transformation. 
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Figure 12. Structure of the Knowledge-transforming Model
 
(Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987).
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. Knowledge-tel-lihg as Va problem-reducing strategy.
 
According to the Knowledge-telling model (Bereitei
 
Scardamaliay 1987), writers follow a procedure that
 
enables them to reduce the problems of writing to a routine
 
procedure for "telling what one knows about the topic" ,
 
j	(Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1986, p. 792). According to this
 
miodel (see Figure 13), knowledge-tellers, once provided with
 
a writing assignment (e.g.. Is computer game a good
 
influence on teenagers?) begin automatically to retrieve
 
.knowledge using two kin of cues ' identifiers (e;.g./
 
; "computer :games,""good,aspects," and "teenagers")( serve aS ,
 
.	 cues that prime associated concepts through a process of ,
 
spreading activation (Anderson, 1983). D
 
provides a second type of cue., Fot instahee/ a writer whose-:
 
opinion essay schema consisted of "say what you belieye
 
about the question and give reasons" would use "say what you
 
believe and reasons" as retrieval cues, which in combination
 
with topic identifiers, would retrieve ideas relevant to
 
defending an opinion about teenagers and computer game
 
(Anderson, 1983).
 
The Shift from Knowledge-telling to Knowledge-transforming
 
According to^Bryson et. a1v (1991), knowledge-telling
 
is developed at an early age as a way in which novice
 
writers can deal with the CQmplexity of the writing task.
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Figure .13. Structure of the knowledge-telling Model
 
(Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987)
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The knowledge-transforming process only develops through
 
efforts to cope with significant problems of content on one
 
hand (What do I really believe? Is this belief really
 
tenable? What are my true feelings?) and significant
 
problems of communicatidn on the other. Knowledge telling
 
is not abandoned. It remains an efficient way to deal with
 
routine tasks. But knowledge transforming develops as a way
 
of doing serious writing.
 
people never develop a knowledge-transforming
 
approach. The blame is often placed oh sGhOols for treating
 
writing as an exercise and never engaging students with its
 
epistemic aspects (Applebee, 1981; Emig, 1971; Graves,
 
1983). That may be a justifiable charge, but it cannot be
 
the full explanation. And school educators have reported
 
that even with a very enlightened writing program, in which
 
writing activities are designed to engage students'
 
intei and concerns as fully as possible, many children
 
who start out as serious and thoughtful writers begin, by
 
the middle years of school, to lapse into mindless routines
 
and to avoid writing that really challenges their abilities
 
(BrysOn et. ^ ., 1991). Therefore, there seem also to be
 
cognitive barriers to developing the knowledge-transforming
 
process. A way to investigate cognitive barriers to problem
 
solving in writing is through instruction aimed at
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Supjporting a shift from knowledge telling to knowledge
 
transforming. Instructional studies in this domain could be
 
divided into two primary categories, as follows.
 
Reducing cognitive load during composing. Several
 
instructional interventions for improving writing arise from
 
the assumption that problem solvers have a finite set of
 
mental resources that can be devoted to a task, and that all
 
writers have higher-level strategies available, but that
 
they are suppressed as a result of attending to lower-level
 
concerns. One such intervention for teaching writing is
 
free writing, in which writers are instructed to ignore low-

level problems like spelling during first draft composing in
 
order to free their mental capacity for higher-level
 
concerns such as planning (Elbow, 1973; Stover, 1988;
 
Tomkins & Camp, 1988).
 
In order to test the idea that reduction in writers'
 
attention to production factors would enhance written
 
composition, Scardamalia, Bereiter, and Goelman (1982)
 
compare children's handwritten and dictated text. They
 
finds that students produced longer texts when freed from,
 
mechanical concerns, but that the quality of dictated texts
 
is not superior to those that are handwritten.
 
In a study by Joram, Lindsay, Bryson and Woodruff
 
(1986), average and above average Grade-'8 students are
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instructedrnot to attend to errors during first draft .
 
composing, and to postpone correcting theip texts^^: t
 
subsequent writing session. Students write with eitbc
 
paper and pencil or with word processors throughout and are
 
directed to think aloud during all writing sessions.
 
Rating of final drdfts indicates that insttuction tp .. .
 
postpone editing is only of benefit when students write with
 
word processors, While;when writing with paper and pencil,
 
they perform best when permitted to edit as usual.
 
Students' final drafts are rated as more creative in this
 
condition, but not as being holistically superior. Joram,
 
Lindsay, Bryson and Woodruff (1986) point out that analyses
 
of thinking-aloud protocols indicates that when writing with;
 
word processors, students make more general evaluative
 
statements when they are permitted to edit their texts.
 
Under these circumstances, students appear to be quite
 
concerned with the mechanical errors incurred from using
 
Computers, and thus instructions not to worry about making;
 
errors is an effective intervention. The fact that
 
instruction not to edit is of no benefit in the paper-and­
pencil condition suggests that even above average Grade-8
 
writers do not engage in high-level problem solving when
 
their attentional capacity is freed up. Burtis, Bereiter,
 
Scardamalia & Tetroe, (1983) report that typical of
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 adolescent writers, there is little evidence in their
 
thinking-aloud protocols of high-level planning or
 
metacognitive statements.
 
Accodingly, Bryson, Bereiter, Scardamalia and Joram
 
(1991) conclude that these results provide no evidence that
 
novice writers have at-hand a repertoire of high-level
 
problem solving strategies that are ready to emerge when
 
iow-ieyelattehtional demands are reduced. These authors
 
also note that instructions to immature writers to ignore
 
low-'leyel concerns do not free them to focus on high-level
 
problem solving because they are not engaged in solvihg
 
high-level problems.
 
■ Cognitively-based instructional environments wbich 
foster expert~iibe problem solving. An instructional study 
conducted by Bryson (1989) investigated the role bf 
reflective problem solving during argument construction. 
The study's two main goals were (1) to determine :the role 
played by reflective problem solving in normally'aohieying 
and reading disabled adolescent students' argument 
construction processes; and (2) to investigate the exteht td 
which feflectiyity in argument construction could be 
enhanced through the provision of a specially designed
 
computer-supported instructional environment called M.U.S.E.
 
(Monitoring Understanding + Strategic Execution).
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Thinking-aloud protocol data and argument-type
 
expository texts were collected from Grade-10 students
 
before and after exposure to instruction. Students in the
 
experimental group were taught specific procedures for
 
reflecting on the adequacy of knowledge accessed in the
 
generation of arguments. Experimental students received
 
direct instruction in a set of reflective operations, as
 
well as in the general processes of dialectical inquiry.
 
The operations included the following: Plan, identify new
 
learning, identify confusions, build an argument, challenge
 
its assumptions, elaborate statements, search for additional
 
ideas, and put it together. Students in the control group
 
were provided with instruction in the structural elements of
 
persuasive arguments. Control group students got the same
 
exposure to modeling argument construction via thinking-

aloud by the instructor and the students, as in the
 
experimental group. Rather than being provided with
 
thinking prompts, control group students were provided with
 
definitions of each of the elements in a discourse knowledge
 
model of a persuasive argument. These elements included the
 
following: (1) beliefs on both sides; (2) reasons on both
 
sides; (3) facts, descriptions, and examples; and (4)
 
conclusions.
 
Pretest results indicated that the normally achieving
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students' texts received higher and cqmplexit^ :
 
ratings..than. did thqse written by reading-ditabled:students.
 
However/ both, normally a-chieving and reading-disabled ;
 
students .tended/ for the most part/, to construct arguments ;
 
which were one-sided/ and engaged in little or ho/in-prpcess
 
probiem solving during composing.. The,^ protcdol's generated
 
by the reading-disabled students contained clusters of task-

irrelevant and self-denigrating statements in response to .
 
perceived failure. In contrast/ negative self-denigrating
 
by the more confident and capable students was frequently
 
followed by a shift in the kind of activity they were
 
engaged in and consequent revision or refinement of ideas.
 
Posttest results indicated a significant increase in
 
problem solving during argument construction for.both ,:
 
normally achieving and reading-disabled experimental
 
students. Path analysis of the results indicated that the •
 
level of rated main point in students' texts was mediated by
 
the amount of in-process .problem solving activity.
 
Experimental reading-disabled students' protocols contained
 
significantly fewer negative/ self-denigrating
 
attributional-type statements at posttesting. Texts written
 
by the normally achieving students continued to receive
 
higher text ratings than did those written by reading
 
disabled students. However/ experimental reading-disabled
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students' texts were rated more highly at posttesting than
 
at pretesting.
 
Achieving at different levels of sophistication is
 
linked to the ability to represent persuasive-essay tasks at
 
increasingly complex levels, and in turn, to the
 
availability of strategies for coping with increasingly
 
problematic composing episodes. Bryson (1989) states that
 
internal models of argument develop from conceptions
 
grounded in fighting, to those of back-and-forth verbal
 
exchanges, to those of reconciling opposing arguments by
 
shifting to a more comprehensive level of analysis. The
 
strategies that underlie these different levels of task
 
representation correspondingly reflect those that young
 
writers bring to bear when they are, respectively, fighting,
 
engaging in verbal exchanges, or reflecting oh different
 
points of view. The posttest results suggest that it is,
 
nonetheless, possible to foster reflective problem solving
 
during writing by providing students with on—line "thinking
 
tools" embedded in an environment that enables novice
 
writers to sustain reflective inquiry independently; that
 
is, without the external source of feedback provided by a
 
teacher (Bryson ^., 1991). The above findings seem to
 
indicate that novices need to learn to think like writers,
 
for whom it seems that composing is, and will always remain.
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1 
ai 	particularly difficult and demanding intellectual pursuit.
 
The Writing Process
 
It is not possible to think about everything all at
 
once, so most experienced writers handle a piece of writing
 
in a process of rethinking and rewriting a topic through
 
several stages (Blum, Brinkman, Hoffman & Peck, 1984).
 
•	 However, not everyone talks about the writing process in
 
exactly the same way. Spandel and StigginS (1990) point out
 
that the peal differences are usually just a matter of
 
emphasis (more pre.writing, less revision) or of terminology.
 
Generally, the traditional stages within the writing
 
process include prewriting, drafting, and revising.
 
According to Hacker (1996), one should generally move from
 
prewritihgito drafting to revising, but one should also be
 
.prepared:to.circle back to earlier stages whenever the need
 
arises (See Figure 14).
 
Figure 14. The Writing Process
 
'
 Prewriting
 
Drafting < ► Revising 
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Generate Ideas
 
Most people have experienced the frustration of being
 
unable to think of fresh ideas- They often spend hours
 
staring at a.blank piece of paper, waiting for inspiration.
 
Blum, Brinkman, Hoffman and Peck (1984) state that finding
 
ideas and getting started is the most difficult part of
 
writing. Martin (1989) suggests that no matter if a subject
 
is readily available or assigned, the first step in becoming
 
more comfortable with writing is to figure out what you
 
think, decide what to say and then trap those thoughts on
 
paper. He states that an interesting thing about the
 
thinking-and-trapping-ideas process is that "as you begin to
 
write down your ideas, you will think of yet more ideas"
 
(Martin, 1989, p. 4). The invention strategies listed below
 
will help to explore ideas. Leki (1989) claims that every
 
writer should experiment with each of these strategies to
 
determine which works best for them.
 
Brainstorming. Brainstorming is one of the simplest
 
ways to begin the writing process (Schiffhorst & Pharr,
 
1997). It is useful when one is dealing with an unfamiliar
 
topic, or it will speedily reveal what one know and what one
 
need to learn about the topic (Blum et. al., 1984).
 
To begin brainstorming, write the topic at the top of a
 
page. Then list whatever ideas, images, or details come to
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mind when thinking about the topic. Let the mind move
 
freely. As one runs out of immediate ideas^ Blum et. al.
 
(1984) suggest to begin by asking the following two sets of
 
questions about the topic. The first set of questions is
 
easily remembered and may be applied to almost any topic:
 
Who? What? When? Where? Why? How? The second set of
 
questions are more complex: What can you describe about
 
your topic? What changes have occurred in it? Can you
 
relate an incident about it? What do you remember about it?
 
What are its parts, sections, or elements? Can you give
 
instructions for making or doing it? How do you respond to
 
it or feel about it? Why is it valuable or important? What 
causes it? What results it? Can you clarify it by 
comparing it to something? Are you for or against it? Why? 
When brainstorming, do not ignore "crazy" ideas. These may.
 
turn out to be the most important ones of all.
 
Brainstorming is not a neat procedure, so do not worry about
 
being messy. Blum (1984) say that the goal of
 
brainstorming is "to generate lots of new ideas, not to
 
produce a tidy list of what you already know" (p. 17).
 
After one has completed a brainstorming list, the next
 
step is to begin considering how it might be developed into
 
a paper. Blum (1984) provide the following
 
questions that may help analyzing one's brainstorming lists:
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(1) What is the focus of the brainstorming list? What is it
 
mainly about? (2) What different kinds of papers might one
 
draw from the brainstorming list? (3) What is most
 
interesting about the brainstorming list? (4) Given the
 
topic focuS/ what is missing in the brainstorming list?
 
Freewriting. Freewriting is an excellent method for 
getting ideas down on paper, and as one writes, one will 
come to understand the ideas better (Martin, 1989). Hacher 
(1996) defines freewriting as simply nonstop writing. 
Schiffhorst and Pharr (1997) say that freewriting is like ' 
tape recording on paper. Begin by jotting down thoughts 
about the topic, writing continuously for fifteen minutes 
without stopping. T to record whatever comes to mind as 
fast as they occur.^ When doing freewriting, one does not do 
any editing, ignoring mechanical errors such as spelling, 
punctuation, sentence fragments, or run-on sentences, and 
the fit of ideas together■ (Martin, 1989) . One just lets the 
ideas flow from brain through fingertips and onto a sheet of 
paper (or onto a keyboard) . If one gets stuck, write "I'm 
stuck" and keep going (Schiffhorst & Pharr, 1997, p. 6) ) . 
After fifteen minutes, select anything from the notes that 
looks worthwhile. When discovering something promising, one 
can use the freewriting exercise again on this new idea. 
Clustering. Martin (1989) states that the human brain 
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does not always fuhGtipn id logical symmetry. The human
 
brain leaps from one idea to another by association.
 
Clustering can help one generate ideas and see the relations
 
between these ideas. Blum et al. (1984, p. 19) point out
 
that clustering results in a better "map" of people's
 
thinking.
 
Instead of sentences, clustering uses single terms,
 
which are easier to jot down quickly (Schiffhorst & Pharr,
 
1997). Clustering (see Figure 15) begins in the middle of
 
the page (not the top) and works outward in all directions
 
(Hacker, 1996; Leki, 1989; Blum et al., 1984; Schiffhorst &
 
Pharr, 1997). To cluster, write a concept in the.center of
 
a blank sheet of paper. Circle that concept. Then write
 
the ideas that occur when one thinking of the central
 
concept. Circle each idea after writing it, and then draw a
 
line connecting the new idea with the idea that inspired it
 
(Martin, 1989). V;;".f:, , . ; .t- ;.
 
Branching. It possible to develop about everything, so
 
most experience can be used in the process of rethinking and
 
rewriting a context through several steps. Furthermore,
 
most people have experience not to think of fresh ideas.
 
They often spend hours starting at a blank piece of paper,
 
waiting for inspiration. Therefore, The strategy of
 
branching can pull you and ideas closer. The traditional
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stages within the w process are to think in writer's
 
minds, not to have a organizational graph or structure.
 
Right now One can gradually move form pre thinking to .
 
drafting to revising, but one should also be prepared to
 
circle back to earlier and rethink and review the whole
 
process:. in the process of development, the human brain
 
leaps from pne idea t another by associatipn. The strategy
 
of branching can help one generate ideas and see relations
 
between these ideas. Branch can result in a better map of
 
people's thinking. Branching brings out from several ideas
 
of brains to generate the main ideas, which also help people
 
think the central concept. Then, one can develop the detail
 
ideas and write it. At first, thinking about what you want
 
to write down is necessary and one also need to consider
 
what happen in the next step.
 
The strategy of branching also highlights relations
 
among ideas. to Martin (1989) and Hacker (1996),
 
to use the branching strategy, put the main idea at the top
 
of a page and then list major supporting ideas beneath it,
 
leaving plenty of space between ideas. To the right of each
 
major idea, branch out to minor ideas, drawing lines to
 
indicate the connections. If minor ideas lead to even more
 
specific ideas, continue branching. Figure 16 is a
 
branching diagram for an innovative magnet high school
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called "School without Walls" described by Hacker (1989, p. 
14). - ■ ; • •■■t 
Figure 16. School Without Walls: An Attractive Option 
experiential learning 
Philosophy ^ community outreach 
■^flexible scheduling 
self-paced 
visual arts 
humanities ^ performing arts 
math ^literature and composition 
Program Xi sciences 
social sciences 
^community service ■ 
^regular 
Teaching staff^ ^college professors 
part-time/ artists 
^ local talent 
musicians 
gudges 
Draft the Essay ■ 
While roughing out an initial draft, keep the 
prewriting materials close at hand. Begin by reading over 
the prewriting materials to see what interesting insights or 
connections one can explore. To begin think to read 
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the prewriting niaterials to see what interesting insights or 
connections one can explore. Look for points to be 
developed, subdivided, or deleted. For most kinds of 
writing, "an introduction announces a main idea, several 
body paragraphs develop it, and a conclusion drives it home" 
(Hacker>/d996, ;pV''21). t ^ ■ 
Plan the.-draft with a outline. : When beginning to
 
write, one needs to consider a plan to help to group the
 
various points that have been d,eveloped. Kinsella (1985)
 
points out that a rough outline can give a clear sense of
 
direction and make sure that the essay has a logical
 
sequence that the reader can follow. Most writers make
 
rough outlines before composing and then continue to
 
organize as they write. They use an outline to guide the
 
development of their ideas and do not feel restricted by it.
 
Rough outlines, consisting of phrases arranged to show some
 
relationship, can emerge from the prewriting material
 
(Schiffhorst & Pharr, 1997). Rough outlines can take many
 
forms. Perhaps the most common is simply the thesis
 
followed by a list of major supporting ideas, as in this
 
example provided by Hacker (1996, p. 19).
 
Hawaii is losing its cultural identity. :)
 
- pure-blooded Hawaiians increasingly rare
 
- native language diluted
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- native Hawaiians forced off ancestral■lands 
- little emphasis on native culture in schools 
- customs exaggerated and distorted by tourism 
Early in the writing process, rough outlines have 
:certain advantages over the more formal ones. They can be 
produced more quickly, are more obviously tentative, and 
can be• revised more easily should. the need arise. However,. . 
Hacker (1996) states that a formal outline may be useful 
later in the writing process, especially if the subject 
matter is complex. A more formal outline can provide a 
complete point-by-point layout of the entire essay. 
According to Schiffhorst and Pharr (1997) , to develop a more 
formal outline, start by using the points on the rough 
outline as the major divisions (labeling them with Roman 
numerals I, II, III, etc.) . Then develop subdivisions 
(labeling them A, B, C, etc.) for each major point. 
Although two levels may be enough for a short paper, a third 
level (labeled 1, 2, 3, etc.) will help to organize details 
in longer projects. Sometimes even a fourth level is useful 
(labeled a, b, c, etc.) . Figure 17 shows an example of the 
formal outline. ^ 
Write an introduction. A good introduction serves two 
important functions: it attracts the reader's interest and 
focuses that interest on the thesis (Schiffhorst & Pharr, 
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Figure 17. K Sample Outline (Kinsella, 1985> p^^
 
Introduction
 
■	 I. Disadvantages,i
 
,A.''Financial; I;,-':- ^ ' ■
 
:l..Have to pay property,,,tax,1 ;
 
,2 Have to pay vCQst of'maintenande and upkeep, 
'. B. , Otder 1 ■ 
1. Have to cut grass, etc.
 
2. Cannot move at will
 
a. Undesirable neighbors
 
b. Commercial buildup
 
,11., Advantages V •
 
,. A. Financial , , ,
 
1. Increase in value of property
 
2. ,'Tax, write-off , ,
 
3. Fixed house payments for time span of 

yi ■ ■ mortgage,';, ' ,1 11',' -i 
'B,'Other ' ,; 
1. Remodel and decorate at will
 
2. Have more privacy than in apartment
 
, 3. Have,yard for childreh : to,,: play in 1 , ^
 
. , ,4i Can raise a garden
 
5. Is easier to have pets
 
Conclusion 7 ;, ,. , ,1 :
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1997; Kinsella, 1985). Therefore, to write a good
 
introduction, it is necessary to know what the thesis is and
 
why the reader might care about. The most common strategy
 
is to open the paragraph with a few sentences that engage
 
the reader and to conclude it with a.statement of the
 
essay's main point (Hacker, 1996). Kinsella (1985) suggests
 
that the length of the introduction depends on the length of
 
the paper. A short composition may need just two or three
 
sentences; sometimes just one sentence will do. A longer
 
composition, on the other hand, may require half a page or
 
even a whole page.
 
In narrative and descriptive writing, it is not always
 
necessary to have an explicitly stated thesis. However, an
 
introduction without a thesis should clearly suggest the
 
purpose and direction of the essay to follow (Hacker, 1996).
 
Sometimes, the revision stage of the writing process
 
provides the best opportunity to produce a good
 
introduction. After having completed a first draft and
 
having clarified the ideas, one can then return to the
 
opening and rework it (Schiffhorst & Pharr, 1997).
 
Fill out the body. Hacker (1996) suggests.that before
 
drafting the body of an essay, one should take a careful
 
look at the introduction, focusing especially on the thesis
 
sentence. It is important to keep the thesis in mind, and
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then try to■block out: the paragraphs according.to the 
preliminary outline. 
Attempt a conclusion. The conclusion should echo the 
main idea, without dully repeating it. By the end of the 
essay, readers should already understand the main point; the 
conclusion simply drives it honie and perhaps suggests its 
■ 	 aignificaiice Clieki, 198,9; Hacher, 1996)> In additipn td: . 
echoing the main idea, a conclusion might summarize the 
.essay's key points, pose a question for future study, offer 
advice, recommend a solution to problems, or propose a 
course of action (Kihsella, 1985; Hacker, 1996; Blum et. 
^., 1984) . 
Whatever concluding strategy one chooses, it is 
important to avoid introducing entirely new ideas at the end 
of an essay. Also avoid apologies and other limp, 
indeterminate endings. Do not repeat the same words and 
examples used earlier. Hacker (1996) points out that the 
essay should end crisply, preferably on a positive note. 
Making Revisions 
Revision means to "look again," to rethink and clarify 
what one has written (Schiffhorst & Pharr, 1997) . Leki 
(1989, p. 122) notes that "even professional writers revise, 
rereading what they wrote, crossing out sections, rereading 
again, moving sections from one place to another, constantly 
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comparing what they have on paper to an image in their minds
 
of what they want to communicate Revision does not mean
 
recopying or just correcting errors but recognizing that the
 
draft is unfinished, that words and ideas can be added,
 
deleted, or rearranged. Hacker (1996) suggests that as one
 
revises, one needs to examine his/her initial ideas,
 
purpose, and audience to get a more objective perspective on
 
the work.
 
When reading the first draft, one may need to change
 
the thesis, purpose, and writing strategy after comparing
 
the draft with the original intention. When one proceed
 
from large overall concerns to specific sentence and word
 
changes, the focus should shift from the writer to the
 
reader (Hacker, 1996; Blum 1984; Walvoord, 1986).
 
First, read what the draft says, then read.from the reader's
 
viewpoint, and finally read with an eye for problems to be
 
solved. Here are some basic tips for revising developed by
 
Schiffhorst and Pharr (1997): As you write, leave plenty of
 
space for changes. When you revise, try to work from a
 
typed or printed, not handwritten, draft so that you can
 
approach your work more objectively. Revise in stages,
 
setting the draft aside for a "cooling off" period. When
 
you return to it, you can then view it more critically.
 
Read each draft aloud. If a sentence sounds awkward, reword
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it untj|l it sounds right Listen also, for omissions and\
 
repetit(ions. Let someone else read,your:drafts/ and ask
 
this pirson to react honestly to your ideas and style.
 
Collabtjrative work is especially useful as you revise. Be t
 
willing to discard anything that does not relate to your
 
purposd and thesis. .Save all your draft, but do not. waste
 
time b]| recopying the whole paper after each stage of the
 
revisi(|n process'./'^;' ^
 
Ih making the :^o.r.k .:clearer 'for makes it
 
cleareh ffot^himLself/herselfV iThislpoint has- been made by 1
 
Murray ||' (1985), who suggests a three-stage : clarification
 
proces|.. With each reading, he says, the writer should
 
focus (|n a different aspect of the writing,: which are
 
meaning, structure and style.
 
. Revise for overall meaning. . Murray . (1985) ■ suggeSts 
that wl^en revision, consider the major areas of the essay
 
before;;worrying about the minor ones. . First, read the . draft
 
quickly for;content and ideas. Try to be .objective,' .
 
i.gnorii|ig word choice and other details and .asking:,s these
 
questi|)ns about the content: What is my main point? Does
 
everything in the draft relate to :this .point? Do I have
 
enough solid evidence to develop my point? What else does .
 
the reader need to know?. Is the draft too short or too
 
long? Are there parts I could cut?, Does the draft follow\
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through on what the title and introductibh promise?
 
(1985) also suggests comparing the thesis and introduction
 
with the body of the paper to make^sure that the essay has
 
unity. If they do not match, rewrite the introduction or
 
revise paragraphs that stray from the main point.
 
Revise for structure. Murray (1985) suggests to read 
the draft quickly again, and avoiding questions of style in 
the attempt to be objective. Focus on whether each part of 
the essay is developed well and is in the right order by 
asking these questions: Is my title effective? Will my 
introduction capture the reader's interest? : Do I have a 
clear thesis statement? Is every paragraph related to my 
thesis? Does each paragraph make one point? Is each 
paragraph fully developed? Am I using■facts and examples to 
support my thesis? Does the conclusion sum up the main 
points and return to the thesis? 
At this stage in the revision, Schiffhorst and Pharr 
(1997) suggest that writer look for any irrelevant 
information thab:can bO:(.cut v /7 Then7examine. thel . 
If the paragraphs are skimpy, consider what examples or 
facts can be added from the prewriting content. 
0 Revise for style. Now that the content is well 
established and the structure is .firm, Murray (1985) 
suggests the writer to read the essay slowly out loud, line 
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by line, and to examine the sentence patterns and word^' i ;
 
choice. . Ask these questions:. Are there any unnecessary
 
repetitions, wordy phrases, or jarqbn? Are there any words
 
whose meanings I am unsure of? Is my diction appropriate
 
for my audience and purpose? Have I avoided unnecessary
 
passive verbs? Are my tenses consistent? Have I deleted
 
all unnecessary words and phrases' I lead the reader
 
smoothly from one point to another and from start to finish?
 
When revising for style, Schiffgorst and Pharr (1997)
 
suggest to
 
examine the topic sentence of each of the paragraphs to
 
see if that sentence clearly defines the doer (subject)
 
and the action (verb). By asking who, what, where,
 
when, how, and why, one can give each paragraph a more
 
specific focus and,place the emphasis where it is
 
needed. (p. 43)
 
Edit for errors. The final stage in revising is
 
editing the final draft for correctness. Martin (1989)
 
states that no matter how interesting the topic, if the
 
essay contains errors, the reader is sure to think less of
 
the work. At this point, the'writer needs to make sure to
 
allow himself/herself enough time for proofreading (Hacker,
 
1996; Kinsella, 1985; Martin, 1989; Schiffhorst & Pharr,
 
1997). Hacker (1996, p. 29) explains that proofreading is
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"a sloW;and'metJaodical;search;-iEor: misspells
 
typographical mistakes, and omitted words or word endings." .
 
TP begin, tny proofteadingv aloud, booking} at individual
 
words. One may also try proofreading sentencesVin'revers® ,
 
order, starting with^ the, last- word. : Check for repeated ,
 
words as well as fof:Vspell . and jgraminatical.:
 
errors. Check,the dictiohary for the;itteahinge hny wordsv
 
which are unsure. Although proofreading may :be dull, it is
 
:crucial. A carefully proofread essay sends a positive .
 
message: "It shows that you value your writing and respect
 
your readers" (Hacker, 1996, p. 29). ; , r^
 
Different teachers will find different ways to help ,
 
students develop effective writing practices. , It is
 
important, however, to avoid imposing a rigid method on
 
students, such as requiring outlines at a certain point in
 
the writing process. Instead, teachers should try to make
 
students conscious of their wri;bing behavior and help them
 
find their own best writing techniques (Walvoord, 1986).
 
Learning Strategies
 
The Cognitive Academic Language Learning Approach
 
(CALLA) is an instructional model that was developed by
 
Chamot and O'Malley (1994) to meet the academic needs of
 
students learning English as a second language in American
 
schools. A central component of CALLA is the integration of
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learning strategies with InstructiQ^ language
 
and contents. T iaasic premise is- that students wiri^-4,ea,rn
 
academic language and content more effectively by using
 
learning strategies, , According to Chamot and O'Malley
 
(1994), students who use strategic approaches to learning
 
will comprehend spoken and written language more
 
effectively, learn new, information,with greater .facility,
 
and be able to retain and use their second language better
 
than students who do not use learning strategies.
 
Types of Learning Strategies
 
Learning strategies are defined as thoughts or
 
activities that assist in enhancing learning outcomes
 
(Weinstein & Mayer, 1986). Three broad categories of
 
learning strategies have been proposed by Brown> Bransford,
 
Ferrara, and Campione (1983), Brown and Palinscar (1982),
 
and O'Malley and Chamot (1990). The three types of learning
 
strategies (see Table 1) are metacognitive strategies, that ­
is, planning for learning, monitoring one's comprehension
 
and production, and evaluating how well one has achieved a
 
learning objective; cognitive strategies, that is,
 
manipulating the material to be learned mentally (as in
 
making images or elaborating) or physically (as in grouping
 
items to be learned or taking notes); and social/affective
 
strategies, that is, either interacting with another person
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Table 1. Learning Strategies in the Classroom (Chamot &
 
O'Malley, 1994).
 
METACOGNITIVESTRATEGIES
 
Strategy Name
 
Planning
 
Advance Organization
 
OrganizationalPlanning 

Selective Attention
 
Self-management
 
Monitoring
 
Monitoring
 
Comprehension
 
Monitoring Production
 
Evaluating
 
Self-assessment
 
Strategy Description
 
Preview
 
Skim
 
Gist
 
Plan whatto do
 
Listen or read selectively
 
Scan
 
Find specific information
 
Plan when,where,and
 
how to study
 
Thinking while listening
 
Thinking while reading
 
Thinking while speaking
 
Thinking while writing
 
Check back
 
Strategy Deflnition
 
Previewing the main ideas
 
and concepts ofa text;
 
identifying the organizing
 
principle.
 
Planning how to accomplish
 
the learning task; planning
 
the parts and sequence of
 
ideas to express.
 
Attending to key words,
 
phrases,ideas,linguistic
 
markers,types of
 
information.
 
Seeking or arranging the
 
conditions that help one
 
learn.
 
Checldng one's
 
comprehension during
 
listening or reading.
 
Checking one's oral or
 
written production while it
 
is taking place.
 
Judging how well one has
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Table -1. . (continued)
 
METACOGNITIVESTRATEGIES
 
Strategy Name	 Strategy Description
 
Self-assessment	 Keep alearning log
 
Reflect on what you learned
 
COGNITIVESTRATEGIES
 
Strategy Name	 Strategy Description
 
Resourcing	 Use reference materials
 
Grouping	 Classify
 
Construct graphic
 
organizers
 
Note-taking Take notes on idea maps,
 
T-lists, etc.
 
Elaboration ofPrior Use what you know 

Knowledge Usebackground knowledge 

Make analogies 

Summmzing	 Say or write the main idea
 
Deduction/Induction	 Use arule/Make a rule
 
Strategy Definition
 
accGmplished a learning
 
task.
 
Strategy Definition
 
Using reference materials
 
such as dictionaries,
 
encyclopedias,or textbooks.
 
Classi^dng words,
 
terminology quantities, or
 
concepts according to their
 
attributes.
 
Writing down key words and
 
conceptsin abbreviated
 
verbal,graphic,or numerical
 
form.
 
Relating new to known
 
information and making
 
personal associations.
 
Making a mental,oral,or
 
written summary of
 
information gained from
 
listening or reading.
 
Applying or figuring out
 
rules to understand a
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Table 1. (Continued)
 
COGNITIVESTRATEGIES
 
Strategy Name
 
Deduction/Induction
 
Imagery
 
Auditory Representation
 
Making Inferences
 
Strategy Name
 
Questioning for
 
Clarification
 
Cooperation
 
Self-Talk
 
Strategy Description
 
Visualize
 
Make a picture
 
Use your mental tape
 
recorder
 
Hear it again
 
Use context clues
 
Guessfrom context
 
Predict
 
Strategy Description
 
Ask questions
 
Cooperate
 
Work with classmates
 
Coach each other
 
Think positive
 
Strategy Definition
 
concept or complete a
 
learning task.
 
Using mental or real pictures
 
to learn new information or
 
solve a problem.
 
Replaying mentally a word,
 
phrase,or piece of
 
information.
 
Using information inthe text
 
to guess meaningsofnew
 
items or predict upcoming
 
information.
 
Strategy Definition
 
Getting additional
 
explanation or verification
 
from a teacher or other
 
experts.
 
Working with peersto
 
complete a task, pool
 
information,solve a
 
problem,getfeedback.
 
Reducing anxiety by
 
improving one's seiise of
 
competence.
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in orden to -assist, learning, as. in cdoperative.iearning , and
 
asking questio.ns. for clarificatidn, or using affective
 
control' to assist learriing'^ t^
 
Metacognitive strategies. ^ Metacognitive strategies 
enable one to .anticipate or plan fdr a task/, de how 
successfully:the plain,.is being executed, and..then evaiuate 
the success of the learning and the plan after learning 
activities have been completed. The metacognitive 
strategies include, planning, mbnitoring, and.evaluating; 
learhing activities (see Table 1). In a writing:or speaking 
activity, a ::l$.afher can - use organizatibnal planning by . 
creating an outline or structure that will be.followed in a 
communication. While the learning activity transpires, ..■ 
individuals can use self-monitoring to determine whether or 
not the learning is fulfilling the original learning goals. 
At the conclusion of the learning activity, individuals can 
use self-evaluation by checking on their success in 
accomplishing targets for learning. ::i : 
Cognitive :strategies.. . The cognitive strategies shown 
in Table 1 fall into three broad categories; rehearsal, 
organization, and elaboration strategies (Weinstein & Mayer, 
1986) The elaboration strategy sometimes is used as a 
generic category for other strategies, such as imagery, 
summarization,; ■.inference, transfer, and deduction. 
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Cognitive strategies are often linked to individual tasks,
 
for example, classification or grouping is often used in
 
learning vocaisulary. or . for' organizing concepts/ and note-

taking and summarizing-are more .often used in listening or
 
reading comprehdnsipn., Eiaboratipn of prior, knowledge is a
 
cognitive strateg.Y .wiiich.,, has, applications to all .typies. pf :
 
content learning, and to listening, speaking, reading, and
 
writing.
 
strategies (see Table 1) are "particularly important in
 
second language acquisition because language is so heavily
 
involved in cooperation and asking questions for
 
clarification" (Chamot & O'Malley, 1994, p. 63). Students
 
learning specific language functions or structures can
 
practice these in cooperative learning settings and obtain
 
feedback from other students on the effectiveness and
 
coherence of efforts to communicate orally or in writing.
 
Asking questions for clarification is particularly critical
 
for ESL students because they will so often need to exercise
 
this skill in their grade-level classrooms. Another
 
social/affective strategy, self-talk, is useful for students
 
who have any degree of anxiety about learning activities.
 
In using self-talk, studehts reassure,themselves(through,
 
inner speech that they will be able to perform successfully
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on the task"at hand (Krashen,' 1982). ^
 
How to Select Learning Strategies
 
. . - Chamot and O'Mailey , (1.994) note.:t seleGtipn
 
process requires .familiarity with the curriculum because
 
strategies that are.included- in instruction must be valid
 
for the'ty of activities students' work on in ciassrooms,. .'
 
. This will give, the students a . sense that the strategies are;;
 
curre.nt^vand are directly linked to important classroom' tasks •
 
and experiences.. ■ V ­
According to Ghampt and O'Mailey .,(1994), the first
 
general rule that, governs strategy selection is. that fhe ,
 
strategies are, determined by the nature bf the instructipnai
 
task, ihat is, teachers begin, with the language andGoht.eht
 
goals, objectivesy ■ and tasks and then decide on the types of 
strategies that are appropriate and would be most effective.
 
Basically, the language, the content, and task drive the
 
strategy selection.
 
. A second general rule is that teachers should start
 
with a small number of strategies (one or two) for students
 
to learn rather than attempt to introduce a lot of
 
strategies all at once. Pressley, Goodchild, Fleet and
 
Zajchowski (1988) recommend starting with a single strategy,
 
only expanding to others when the one strategy has been
 
thoroughly learned. Chamot and O'Mailey (1994) also suggest
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that- to begin with a highly complex strategy or- too. many . 
strategies for stud^^^^ to learn easily could make , student^ 
feel that strategies are too difficult to be worth ■ 
effort ;re.(piired. to: them. 
yy -^A third xule is that the task:with-which:the strategy' 
is used shQuld not be too difficult... .If the task is'; 
exceedingly difficult, students will not have ah oppbrtunity. 
to experience success early and will believe that the 
strategy is not useful. When material are exceedingly 
difficult, even the best of strategies cannot overcome the 
density of the materials and students can too easily become 
frustrated (O'Malley, Chamot, Stewber-ManzanareS, Russo & 
Kupper, 1985). 
A fourth guideline in strategy selection is to choose
 
strategies for which there is strong empirical support
 
(Pressley, 1990). Ideally,.,the research support for the
 
strategies the teacher selects should be with the type of
 
students to whom the strategy instruction will be applied.
 
Chamot and O'Malley (1994) suggest that the;teachers can
 
select strategies for which there has been strong empirical
 
support with native-speaking students and tailor the
 
strategy to students who are learning English.
 
A fifth rule is to select a strategy that will prove
 
useful; across different content domains (Pressley,
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Goodchild, Fleet & Zajchowski, 1988). If the strategy is
 
useful for reading comprehension in literature, social
 
studies, and science, students will be more likely to adopt
 
the strategy as a regular part of their repertoire (Chamot &
 
O'Malley, 1994). ^
 
How to Teach Learning Strategies
 
The most important point about teaching learning
 
strategies is to use proven methods for strategy instruction
 
(Presslet, 1990). Chamot and O'Malley (1994) recommend a
 
five-step,procedure for strategy instruction that is:
 
Preparation, Presentation, Practice, Evaluation, and
 
Expansion.
 
Preparation.. The purpose of the Preparation phase is
 
to develop students' awareness that their prior knowledge
 
can be applied to the topic of the unit. There are a number
 
of things teachers can do during the Preparation phase. One
 
activity that will assist students to understand their own
 
strategies and the importance of a strategic approach to
 
learning is to organize students into small groups and ask
 
them how they studied for or learned information in their
 
native language. Students can compare their strategic
 
approaches in their native language and English, determining
 
if there are similarities in the techniques.or strategies
 
they use in their native language and in learning English.
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Eacll group should prepare a brief oral report to ■ discuss 
their strategies with the class (O'Malley, Chamot, Stewner-
Manzanares, Kupper & Russo (1985). Following the small 
group discussions, the teacher can direct a full-class 
discussion of the differeht strategies students in the 
various groups ,repdrt. Teachers, should ■ write the strategies 
students.report on .the chalkboard/; uging the exact terms., 
they use to describe the strategiesv.;., Stud^^ to' 
evaluate whether some strategies seem preferable to others. 
A second approach is for the teacher to model "thinking
 
aloud" to identify one's own strategies (Chamot & O'Malley,
 
1994, p. 67). The purpose of modeling at this point is to
 
increase student awareness of the strategies they currehtly
 
use by giving them a tool to identify additional strategies.
 
In modeling thinking aloud, teachers describe their won
 
metacognitive knowledge of the task, for example, what the-

task calls on them to do, of similar tasks they have
 
experienced in the past, and of the strategies that should
 
be useful in learning. Teachers then describe aloud what
 
they are doing as they work on this task themselves, what
 
step-by-step procedure they are following in learning, and
 
how they are determining their success as a leaner. The
 
teacher then encourages students in small groups to take
 
turns "thinking aloud" as they work on the task.
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Presentation. In the Presentation phase, the teacher
 
uses explicit instruction to teach a particular learning
 
strategy and in providing guidance on the use of the
 
strategy. In teaching, the teacher explicitly names the
 
strategy to be learned, indicates how the strategy is used
 
with a specific task, and tells why the strategy is
 
important for learning. Chamot and O'Malley (1994) state^y V
 
that this type of instruction increases the students'^^^^;^^ :; :
 
metacognitive awareness of the task requirements and of the
 
connection between strategy use and learning.
 
Chamot and O'Malley (1994) suggest that the teacher can
 
begin by refreshing the students' memories about the
 
discussions of strategies which took place during the
 
Preparation phase. The teacher then suggests a name for ( .
 
strategy. The teacher can use the technical name for the
 
strategy, or use a name the students have devised and feel
 
comfortable. After having agreed on a name for the
 
strategy, the teacher describes how the strategy is used
 
with specific classroom learning activities. The
 
description should be as complete.as possible, identifying
 
each step required to use the strategy, including
 
recognizing why the strategy is appropriate for the task or
 
materials being used.
 
Practice. The teacher's role in the Practice phase
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 differs <3ependtn amount of experience students have
 
had with the;strategy. Early on in.learning a strategy/ ■ 
teachers provide .more guidance in . strategy use , than they .do ;. 
as students.becomd m^ adept at using a strategy. 
Scaffolding is a. process .intw^ extensive 
instructional supports are provided early in learning and 
gradually withdrawn as the students gain iriore skill and 
independence (Bruner, 1976). The teacher initially provides 
sufficient instructional supports to ensure that the 
students are learning to use the strategy effectively. 
In the Practice phase, students are given either 
individual or group assignments in which they have 
opportunities to use and apply a■strategy. The assignments 
should resemhle the type of task on which the strategy was 
modeled by the teacher or with which the strategy was 
described in the Presentation phase. If students work 
independently in applying a strategy, they should be given . 
an opportunity afterwards to discuss their use of the 
strategy in small groups. 
. Evaluation. In the Evaluation phase, students reflect 
on their strategy use and appraise their success in using it 
as well as the contribution the strategy makes to their 
learning. Essentially, students are being asked to plan 
for, monitor, and evaluate their strategy applications. 
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Chamot and O'Malley (1994) suggest that teachers can ask 
Students to write down the strategies they used during an 
activity or classroom assignment, indicate how the strategy 
worked, and note any changes in the strategies from the way 
in which they were originally described in class. The 
teacher then guides a full class discussion of the 
str;ategies. Chamot and O'Malley (1994) also suggest that 
students can keep dialogue journals about strategy use and 
share these with the teacher. Students comment on their 
success in using the strategy, what difficulties they 
encountered,; and, how they; overcame, them;. The dialogue 
journals can be,;. the school year. 
Students might compare their own performance on a task 
completed without using iearnihg strategies: ahd.a similar 
task in which they applied strategies. Students can also 
use a checklist to indicate strategies they have used with . ■ 
different materials.
 
Expansion. In the Expansion phase, teachers apply the
 
strategies to materials that were not part of the original
 
classroom examples or instruction. Teachers can give
 
students reminders to use a strategy that was part of an
 
earlier Presentation phase, providing scaffolding prompts as
 
needs, and encourage, students to try the strategies with
 
materials they are using in other,classes. Teachers can
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enGourage: s to try different strategies and compare.
 
them for effectiveness. Thus students not only evaluate the
 
effectiveness of strategy use but can do so by comparing one
 
strategy with another. Students can also bring examples for
 
discussion of some of their strategy applications in other
 
classes. Chamot and O'Malley (1994) note that the most
 
useful instructional outcome of these discussions can be
 
guidelines for students concerning where and when to use
 
individual strategies.
 
Student motivation for school learning is the result of
 
their expectations for success on academic tasks, the value
 
they assign to learning, and their attribution of
 
responsibility for successful performance (Zimmerman, 1990).
 
These factors determine the amount of effort students ardi
 
willing to expend on learning activities, and how long they
 
will persist in attempting to learn new information. Each
 
of these factors is linked to personal experiences which act
 
to influence a student's overall motivation for school
 
learning. Generally, students who have more "skill" in
 
performing academic tasks can be expected to have more
 
"will" that will lead them to expand their involvement in
 
learning (Paris & Oka, 1986). Learning strategy instruction
 
is designed to enable students to be independent and
 
autonomous learners whose motivation for school learning
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comes from an awareness of their own skills as a learner,
 
experience in using-these skills with materials of the kind
 
they expect to encounter, and value in being able to link
 
new information either to personal experience or to new
 
applications. Fiurthermore, if students believe that they
 
are learning important tools for learning through strategy
 
instruction, self-esteem and self-confidence should increase
 
accordingly (Chamot & O'Malley,. 1994).
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CHAPTER THREE: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
 
Research presented in the literature review my be
 
combined in a model that provides the theoretical framework
 
for this curriculum project (see Figure 18). In this model,
 
the content domain is problem solving. Sometimes when in
 
the process of writing we want to identify, define, and then
 
solve a problem. We have to solve problems all the time:
 
we may have to figure out how to settle an argument with
 
roommates; or to decide how to continue our education
 
although our parents can no longer afford to pay it. Even
 
making choices is a problem in our lives; we have to make
 
choices when we face the issues such as marriage, education,
 
career, immigrant and so on. Sometimes we can solve
 
problems by thinking alone or by discussing them with
 
others. Other times we need to solve the problem on paper.
 
This project contain two units of lessons about problem
 
solving (Making Choices and Career Choices), giving students
 
an opportunity to practice their problem-solving skills.
 
The writing process, critical thinking, graphic
 
organizers and learning strategies are interdependent (see
 
Table 2). When generating ideas, one uses certain skills of
 
critical thinking, graphic organizers, and learning
 
strategies. When drafting, one uses still other critical
 
thinking skills, graphic organizers, and learning
 
Figure 18. The Model of Writing Process and Problem Solving
 
0
 
Problem Solving=ContentDomain(Making Choices,Career Choices)
 
Stages ofthe writing process — ^
 
Generating Drafting Revising
 
Ideas
 
Use ofcritical Use ofgraphic Use oflearning
 
thinking organizers strategies
 
strategies. When revising, a third.set of critical thinking
 
skills, graphic organizers and learning strategies is used.
 
'In each stage of the writing process, certain critical
 
thinking skills are needed (see Table 2). For example, in
 
the stage of generating ideas, one needs to use the skills
 
of evaluating, analyzing, classifying and/or generalizing.
 
When drafting, the skills of applying, grouping, analyzing,
 
making inference, making judgments, comparing, and
 
contrasting are used. In the stage of revising, the skills
 
of interpreting, analyzing, comparing and contrasting are
 
needed.
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Table 2. The Relation of the Writing Process to Critical
 
Thinking, Graphic Organizers and Learning / ;
 
Strategies
 
Stages ofthe Critical Thinking Graphic Organizer Learning Strategies
 
Writing Process
 
Evaluating Cluster Diagram BrainstOrming
 
Generating Analyzing Branching Predicting
 
Ideas Classifying Scanning
 
Generalizing Note-taking
 
Resourcing
 
Applying T-Chart Summarizing
 
Grouping Fishbone Map Using Context
 
Draftm^	 Analyzing Tree Diagram Imagery
 
Synthesizing Character Web Making Inferences
 
Making Inferences Main Idea Chart
 
Making Judgment Character Analysis
 
Comparing Chart
 
Contrasting Spider Map
 
Interpreting Venn Diagram Self-Assessment
 
Analyzing Cooperation
 
Revising	 Evaluating Peer Assessment
 
Comparing
 
Contrasting
 
Graphic organizers can be effective tools for
 
organizing 	ideas in each writing stage (see Table 2). In
 
the stage of generating ideas, one can use cluster diagram
 
and branching. In the stage of drafting, the T-chart,
 
fishbone map, tree diagram, character web, main idea chart
 
and/or character analysis chart can be us.ed. When revising,
 
one can use venn diagram.
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In each stage of the writing process, certain learning
 
strategies are needed (see Table 2). When generating ideas,,
 
one needs to apply the strategies of brainstoritiing,
 
resourcing, predicting, scanning and/or note-taking. When
 
'drafting, the strategies of summarizing, using context,
 
imagery and making inferences,are needed. In the stage of
 
revising, the strategies of self-assessment, peer assessment
 
and cooperation are used.
 
From the above model, we can conclude that in each
 
stage of the writing process, critical thinking skills,
 
graphic organizers and learning strategies are needed.
 
Therefore, I am going to apply this model into the design of
 
the curriculum to help Taiwanese vocational high school
 
students to write well.
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CHAPTER FOUR: DESIGN OF THE PROJECT
 
This curriculum project is designed to improve, problem-

solving skills for EFL vocational high school students in
 
Taiwan using ,the writing process. Based on the model in the
 
theoretical framework, I have; designed two units: "Making
 
Choices" and "Career Choices." Because they may lack
 
problem-solving abilities, most Taiwanese students feel
 
hesitant when they face choices. In fact, the"first choice
 
the vocational high school students have to make after
 
graduation is a career choice. Therefore, these two units
 
include topics that may prove to be useful and practical for
 
vocational high school students.
 
The unit "Making Choices" presents procedures about how
 
to make choices. In this unit, students can learn how to
 
weigh the pro's and con's when facing a choice. They should
 
be able to analyze the consequences and consider opposing
 
viewpoints. They also can learn how to look for
 
alternatives when making difficult choices. . At the end of
 
this unit, students will have the opportunity to think about
 
choosing a mate by applying these procedures. The second
 
unit, "Career Choices," also relates to the theme of
 
choices. In this unit, students will focus on choosing a
 
career of interest to them. They can learn how to collect
 
information about this career and how to evaluate the.
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working environment. They will discuss the difficult
 
decisions that people have to make while pursing a career.
 
In addition, they will learn how to predict tomorrow's jobs.
 
At the. end of this unit, students should be able to choose
 
their short-term and long-term goals.
 
In this curriculum design, each unit is divided into
 
five lessons. The suggested implementation schedule is
 
three hours for each lesson. 'Every lesson has specific
 
objectives and activities. The activities built into each
 
lesson are varied. Some activities direct students to work
 
alone, in pairs, or in small groups; other activities
 
involve the whole class, working together. Some activities
 
call for drafting essays; others direct students to solve
 
problems, analyze written texts, or relate information. The
 
core components of the teaching material and teaching
 
strategies are as follow:
 
Posters. Each poster displays one kind.of graphic
 
organizer, such as a tree diagram, cluster diagram, T-chart,
 
character's web, fishbone map and so on. In teaching,
 
teachers use graphic organizers to analyze readings.
 
Students use graphic organizers to organize their thoughts
 
for prewriting and drafting.
 
Focus sheets. Focus sheets are designed to meet the
 
lesson objectives. Every lesson contains one reading text
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on a focus sheet which relates to the unit theme. The
 
readings are representative of a number of different genres:
 
magazine and newspaper articles, autobiographical and
 
expository essays, poems and short stories, and textbook
 
excerpts. Following a reading, various activities let
 
students connect with their own knowledge, experience, and
 
opinions in order to build a framework for comprehending a .
 
reading. Students are also called on to bring these
 
connections into their writing. A great deal of the focus
 
in the activities is on helping students develop and use the
 
strategies of predicting, scanning, taking notes,
 
summarizing, finding main ideas, and inferencing.
 
Work sheets. The work, sheet is based on an interactive
 
pedagogy that values collaboration and meaningful
 
communication as powerful tools for learning. In practice,
 
this part takes the form of classroom activities in which
 
students discuss, read, and write together. In the writing
 
activities, students gain greater fluency, strengthen their
 
individual voices, increase their awareness of writing as a
 
process, and apply strategies such as analyzing, evaluating,
 
interpreting, etc. to enhance the process.
 
Homework sheets. The homework sheets relate to the
 
work of the lesson. By reviewing students' homework,
 
teachers can find out what students are doing well and where
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they need to improve. Students can use homework sheets for
 
self-assessment. In take-home writing tasks, students are
 
free to come up with what they want to say. If students
 
interpret the lesson differently and veer in different
 
directions in completing the assignment, that is no problem.
 
Students will receive a grade and teacher's feedback for the
 
homework.
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 CHAPTER FIVE: EVALUATION
 
To evaluate the effectiveness of this curriculum
 
design, I focus on two types of assessment. The first type
 
is ^ ^F6fma'l'"as"sessment/j and I will use this procedure to
 
keep track of students' pi^ogress. The second type is.
 
product assessment, which deals with the quality of
 
student's finished compositions. Through these two types of
 
assessm,ent, the teacher will able to identify students' '
 
strengths and weaknesses; identify specific writing
 
problems; evaluate the effectiveness of an instructional
 
program; check mastery of skills; verify students'
 
application of content; determine achievement.levels; and
 
provide positive feedback. To sum up, the goal of these two
 
types of assessment is to help students become better
 
writers.
 
,'Tnform.al assessment. Informal assessment involves
 
student's self-asseasm-ent and peer assessment. ^ In self-

assessment, students are responsible for assessing their own 
-'-i-A ■ ■ . ■ . ■ , ■ . 
writing /Students can assess their rough drafts as well as 
their finished compositions. Teachers.can develop a self-
assessment; questionnaire for students, (see Table 3). Some 
of the questions deal with the writing process and others. 
with the compositions students have just finished, 
. Peer assessment focuses on evaluating the other group 
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Table 3. Self-Assessment Questionnaire
 
Name: Title: Date:
 
No Some Yes
 
Topic
 
Is mytopic interesting?
 
Did I prewrite to gather ideasfor the topic? _____
 
vfiaveI kept to my topic? ______
 
DO all my paragraphs relate to mytopic?
 
Does mytitle relate to the topic? ____
 
Organization
 
l/Does my introduction grab a reader's attention?
 
Did I organize my writing into paragraphs?
 
Does my conclusion summarize the topic?
 
Content
 
Did I use descriptive words?
 
Did Iuse synonyms so thatI did not use the
 
same word too often?
 
Is my point ofview consistent?
 
Did I combine short,choppy sentences?
 
Did I make changes based on suggestions
 
from my writing group?
 
Mechanics
 
Did Ilocate and correct misspelled words?
 
Did I choose the correct spelling ofhomonyms?
 
Did I check punctuation marks?
 
Did I capitalize proper nouns?
 
Do all sentences have subject-verb agreement?
 
members' performances while doing group work. For example/
 
if there are five students in a group, each student needs to
 
assess the other four students. Students can use
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Table 4, Peer Assessment Checklist
 
Peer Assessment Checklist
 
Name:	 1 2 3 4 5
 
1. 	The individual comesto the group
 
prepared for the group work.
 
2. 	Theindividual completes all individual
 
tasksfor the group on time and with quality.
 
3. 	Theindividual participates in a
 
constructive manner.
 
4. 	Theindividual encourages others to
 
participate in a constructive manner.
 
5. 	The individual is a good,active listener.
 
Scale: 1(not at all) 2(poorly) 3(adequately) 4(well) 5(extremely well)
 
the peer assessment checklist to assess the other group
 
members' performances (see Table 4).
 
('Product assessmeh1;-P Produet assessm,ent.tocus.es,„an . the..
 
ouaJLitv students' compositions, graphic organizers,
 
critical thinking skills and pxesfintations..^^^^^^^^^^^^ Each of these
 
four kinds of products has a rubric for scoring. An essay
 
grading chart will be used for assessing compositions (see
 
Table 5). A graphic organizer assessment checklist will be
 
used for evaluating the effectiveness of using graphic
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organizers (see Table 6). A critical thinking assessment
 
checklist will be used for evaluating students' abilities of
 
applying critical thinking skills (see Table 7).
 
Presentations made during class will be evaluated by
 
classmates by using a presentation checklist (see Table 8).
 
In the essay grading chart, the essay scores run from 5
 
to 1. Score of 5 considered excellent; score of 4
 
considered good; score of 3 considered adequate; score of 2
 
considered poor; and score of 1 considered failing.
 
The informal assessment takes 20% of the total grade,
 
and the product assessment takes 80% of the total grade. If
 
the average grade of the class is about 80%, then the
 
curriculum design is effective.
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Table 5. Essay Grading Chart. (Applen, Jensen, Mcnenny, 1992,
 
p. .2:8)
 
Score 5 • 3 ■ 2 1 
Animportant , A.controlling •. A controlling A controlling ■ No discernible 
Content . controlling idea developed,', idea that is idea that is too .. idea 
ideafulty 'with'. apparent and general,vague, controlling 
. ' -developed with ■ consistently supported with or confused random details. 
concrete and pertinent ^ relevant detail and.. - . 
■ 	 vivid detail , • , • .detail insufficieiitly 
supported with 
specific details. 
Organization Essay ordered Essay ordered ■ ■ Order ofessay : , Order and Order and 
iniiecessaty. innecessar^r,, apparent; emphasis of emphasisof 
steps that steps; ■ paragraphs ■ essay "essay 
reveal a sense paragraphs unified andfor inappropriate; indiscernible; 
ofsj^mmetry unified and the most part paragraphs paragraphing 
■'and emphasis; coherent; coherent; jumbled or lacking or 
paragraphs transitions that transitions under-' wholly 
unified and aid the reader. fiinctional developed; arbitrary; 
coherent; transitions transitions 
transitions that unclear. lacking. 
reveal the mechanical,or 
progress ofthe tedious. 
argument 
Expression	 Sentences that ■ Sentences that , Sentences that ■ Sentences that , Sentences that 
are varied and are correct and are corfect but lack necessar}^ are incoherent; 
forceful; varied; diction ordinaty; subordination. diction thatis 
diction that is thatis clear ■ diction that is are tediously nonstandard;
 
fresh, precise, andidiomatic; generally . patterned,or 
■ tone
 
and idiomatic; tone thatfits correct and immature; indiscernible.
 
tone,that the subject. idiomatic;tone diction that is
 
complements persona and that is vague or
 
the subject. audience. acceptablefor unidiomatic;
 
distinguishes the subject. tone
 
the'writer,and inconsistent.
 
■	 definesthe . ■ ' 
audience. 
Usage and . ' In accord with No serious Few deviations Difficult}^ with Serious 
mechanics , standard usage. deviations from standard ■ fragments'or problems with 
, firom standard usage, ■ ■ conmia splices, fragments t¥ith 
usage. punctuation, "agreementor fragments, 
and spelling.	 other errors in agreementand.
 
usage, ' reference
 
punctuation,or errors,or other
 
spelling. errors,in usage,
 
.• punctuation,
 
. and spelling.
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 Table 6. Graphic Organizer Assessment Checfclist
 
Graphic Organizer Assessment Checklist
 
Name: . Lesson#
'
 
3=Excellent 2=OK 1>= NeedsWork " 2 :
■ ■ 3,; 
1. An appropriate type ofgraphic organizer is used.
 
2. The graphic organizer is used accurately.
 
3. The data are plotted accurately.
 
4. The graphic organizer is neat and presentable.
 
5. The graphic organizer is easytO interpret.
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Table :7.. eritical,Th Assessitient Checklist 
Critical Thinking Assessment Checklist 
.Name:!- , '' ', -■ ■ ■ 
5 = Good 4 = Above Average 3 - Average 2 =Below Average l-Poof 
^ S:core: ' ■ : '5/■ 4 .V­ ■ :.ll 
Application: 
Uses informationmethods, theories, 
and principles in new or appropriate 
situations. 
Analysis: 
Breaks information into component 
elements or parts. 
Synthesis: 
Combines elements or parts into 
whole unit. 
Evaluation: 
Makes judgments about value 
usefulness 
Interpreting: 
Understands the meaning of 
information and ideas. 
Classifying: 
Accurately sorts the identified items 
into the categories. 
Comparison: 
Accurately identifies the similarities 
and differences among the items, using 
the identified characteristics. 
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Table 8. Presentation Checklist
 
Presentation Checklist
 
Name Total
 
5 = Excellent 4 = Good 3 = Adequate 2 = Poor 1 = Fail
 
Score 5 4 3 2 1
 
Content
 
Organization
 
Expression
 
Usage ^ t5D4>
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APPENDIX A: LESSONPLANS
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UNIT OVERVIEW
 
Unit One: Making Choices
 
Lesson 1: Weighing the Pros and Cons
 
Reading: The Dog and the Wolf
 
Graphic Organizer; T-Chart
 
Critical Thinking Strategy: Applying
 
Lesson 2: What Are the Consequences
 
Reading: Crashing into Adulthood
 
Graphic Organizer: Fishbone Map
 
Critical Thinking Strategy: Evaluating
 
Lesson 3: Opposing Viewpoints
 
Reading: Environment or Energy
 
Graphic Organizer: Main Idea Chart
 
Critical Thinking Strategy: Analyzing
 
Lesson 4: Looking for Alternatives
 
Reading: a. Why We Like Hard, Positive Choice
 
b. Deciding
 
Graphic Organizer: Cluster Diagram
 
Critical Thinking Strategy: Interpreting
 
Lesson 5: Final Project - Choosing A Mate
 
Reading: a. My Rule
 
b. Winner
 
Graphic Organizer: Note-taking Chart
 
Critical Thinking Strategy: Evaluating
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LESSON PLAN ONE
 
Weighing the Pros and Cons
 
Objective:
 
1. To- learn how to weigh the pros and cons when
 
making choices
 
2. To learn to use a T-chart
 
3. To learn a critical thinking strategy - Applying
 
Vocabulary: 	fable, beneath, guard, ranch, curious,
 
collar, chain.
 
Material:
 
1-1 Focus Sheet, 1-2 Focus Sheet, 1-3 Work Sheet, 1-4
 
Work Sheet.
 
Involving students' background, interests, and prior
 
knowledge:
 
Ask students 	the following questions:
 
What are the pros and cons of studying abroad?
 
What are the pros and cons of living in a city?
 
What are the pros and cons of using a credit
 
card?
 
Teaching 	with variety:
 
Visual: 	Distribute 1-1 Focus Sheet (T-chart) to
 
students to show what a T-chart is.
 
Activity: 1. Divide students into groups of five.
 
Have each group choose one of the above
 
questions and list their answers in the
 
chart on 1-1 Focus Sheet. Ask them to
 
consider what choice they would make
 
based on the list of pros and cons.
 
2. Distribute 1-2 Focus Sheet (The Dog and
 
the Wolf) to students. In this fable, a
 
wolf has to make a difficult choice.
 
Read the first paragraph of the story and
 
ask students to predict what this choice
 
might be.
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3. Read and explain the fable to check
 
students' prediction from Activity 2.
 
4. Have students read the fable again; ask
 
them to find what reasons the wolf had-

for and against going to live with
 
the dog. Students need to list the
 
reasons in a T-chart; then compare and
 
share lists with classmates.
 
5. Divide students into groups of five;
 
have them discuss the following
 
questions. In the group, every student
 
will write answers to the questions and
 
then one student will report the group's
 
ideas to- the class,. Each student will
 
give one idea for each of the questions.
 
.(1) 	Who made the better choice, the dog
 
or the wolf? Why? Give five
 
reasons.
 
(2) In your opinion, what does it mean
 
to be free?
 
6. Distribute 1-3 Work Sheet to students.
 
Have them read the sentences from the
 
story and restate them in their own
 
words.
 
7. Pair students,and distribute 1-4 Work
 
Sheet. Ask them choose the ideas listed
 
on the Work Sheet they would include in
 
a one-paragraph summary. Students have
 
to share ideas with classmates and tell
 
why they think a particular idea is
 
central to the fable.
 
Responding to diversity with a range of activities:
 
Drawing and writing project: First, give students ten
 
minutes to discuss with a classmate about what lesson they
 
learned from this fable. Second, direct students to draw a
 
situation in which they may apply this lesson. Every
 
student may need to draw five to six pictures to describe
 
the situation and tell what they would do. Third, have
 
students write two to three sentences in each of the
 
pictures to explain the pictures. Final, have students
 
present and describe their works to the class.
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Learning center: 	Offer some relevant Chinese fables to
 
students.
 
Primary language support: 	Label the vocabulary cards
 
in Chinese.
 
Take home: 	Every student interviews three married
 
couples and asks their pros, and cons for
 
getting married. Every couple provides two,
 
pros and two cons. Students need to list
 
the answers in a T-chart.
 
Assessment:
 
Have students make a T-chart to record their pros and
 
cons of living in a big city. Every student needs to
 
provide four pros and four cons. Ask students to identify
 
the pros and cons from the wolf/dog fable. Each student
 
will add a sentence to their T-chart to tell if the pros and
 
cons from the wolf/dog story can apply to their situation.
 
Assessment rubric: 	Graphic Organizer Assessment
 
Checklist
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LESSON PLAN TWO
 
What Are the Consequences?
 
Objective:
 
1. To explore the possible consequences of a choice
 
2. To learn a Fishbone Map
 
3. To learn a critical thinking strategy - Evaluating
 
Vocabulary: 	smirking, dunce, carport, pals, show off,
 
stable, wiped out, hit the gas,
 
restitution, sobering, maturity, ­
catastrophic, gratification
 
Material:
 
2-1 Poster, 2-2 Focus Sheet, 2-3 Focus sheet, 2-4 Work
 
Sheet.
 
Involving students' background, interests, and prior
 
knowledge:
 
Ask students: What are the possible consequences, or
 
effects, of the actions below?
 
You neglect to read your class assignments and
 
rarely attend class.
 
You are often late for work.
 
You invite a 	friend to lunch and then you forget
 
to go.
 
Teaching 	with variety:
 
Visual: 	Use 2-1 Poster to show students what a
 
Fishbone Map is.
 
Activity: 1. Distribute 2-2 Focus Sheet (Crashing into'
 
Adulthood) to students. Have them read
 
the essay, and write their own thoughts
 
and questions in the margin.
 
2. Divide students into groups of five.
 
Have them discuss the following
 
questions:
 
(1) What is your opinion of the title of
 
this essay? Why?
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(2) Did you like the way the writer
 
started the essay? Do you think it
 
is a good introduction? Why or why
 
not?
 
(3) What choice did the narrator of the
 
story make? What were the
 
consequences of this choice?
 
3. Distribute 2-3 Focus Sheet to students.
 
Have them write a short essay to explain
 
what happened in their own words.
 
4. Teacher collects the essays from
 
previous activity and gives some
 
commands. Then have students revise
 
their essays, and read their revised
 
essays to a classmate.
 
5. Divide students into groups of five, and
 
distribute 2-4 Work Sheet to them. Have
 
them complete this chart. Each student
 
needs to provide one answer for one
 
paragraph.
 
6. Reread the essay on 2-2 Focus Sheet and
 
use 2-1 Poster to explain how the author
 
organized his ideas; and have students
 
take notes on the Fishbone Map.
 
Responding to diversity with a range of activities:
 
Writing project: Have students write an essay about
 
evaluating a choice that they made in the past. Students
 
should explain the consequences of this choice and tell how
 
they feel about it now. Here are some suggestions students
 
can follow:
 
(1) With several classmates, brainstorm a set of difficult
 
, choices that they each made in the past.
 
(2) When a topic has been chosen, collect.details about it.
 
Students should ask themselves questions of who, what,
 
when, where, why, and how about this experience. Then
 
quickwrite for several minutes.
 
(3) Students will make a Fishbone Map first to organize
 
^ their ideas before they start to write.
 
(4) Write a first draft.
 
(5) Students get together with a group of classmates, and
 
take turns reading each other's papers.
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Learning center: 	Provide students some quickwriting
 
tips.
 
Take home: 	Have students revise their writing
 
projects.
 
Assessment:
 
Have students write a one-to-two-page essay to evaluate
 
a significant experience or achievement that has special
 
meaning to them.
 
Assessment rubric: 	Critical Thinking Assessment
 
Checklist and Essay Grading Chart
 
Assessing homework: 	Assess of homework using 0-5 ■ 
global scoring (5=best). 
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LESSON PLAN THREE
 
Opposing Viewpoints
 
Objective:
 
1. To search 	for the opposing viewpoints of a choice
 
2. To learn how to use a Topic/Main Idea Chart
 
3. To learn a critical thinking strategy - Analyzing
 
Vocabulary: 	dam, marshy, touched off, eliminate, cite,
 
habitats, fragile.
 
Material:
 
3-1 Focus Sheet, 3-2 Work Sheet.
 
Involving students' background, interests, and prior
 
knowledge:
 
Ask students to state the opposing viewpoint for each
 
of the opinions below.
 
People should not be allowed to smoke in public
 
places.
 
It's never okay:to lie.
 
Teaching with variety:
 
Activity: 1. Distribute 3-1 Focus Sheet (Environment
 
or Energy) to students. Have students
 
study the map and the pictures and answer
 
the questions below:
 
(1) Where is the Arctic National
 
Wildlife Refuge (ANWR)?
 
(2) How would you describe the land
 
inside ANWR?
 
(3) What do you think this land is used
 
for?
 
2. Read and explain the article on 3-1
 
Focus Sheet to the class. Have students
 
look for opposing viewpoints and
 
underline the reasons each side gives to
 
support its opinion.
 
3. Divide students into groups of five.
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Have each group discuss its opinions
 
about for or against oil exploration in
 
the ANWR region. Then students report
 
the group ideas to the class.
 
4. Pair students. Distribute 3-2 Work
 
Sheet (Topic/Main Idea Chart). Have them
 
identify the topic and main idea in each
 
paragraph. Then they complete the
 
chart.
 
Responding to diversity with a range of activities:
 
Hold a debate. The topic is: Abortion should be
 
legal. Divide students into groups of three. One group
 
stands for, one group stands against, and one group be the
 
judge. Students are free to choose to join one of the
 
groups.
 
Learning center: 	Offer videotapes, pictures, magazines
 
and books about nature that are
 
relevant to this topic..
 
Take home: 	Writing assignment. Every student chooses.
 
a controversial issue; collects background
 
information; and collects ideas and
 
information about the opposing viewpoints
 
on this issue. Students might interview
 
classmates, parents or neighbors. Then
 
write a one-page essay. In the writing,
 
students need to give credit to others for
 
their ideas, whether they quote directly or
 
indirectly.
 
Assessment:
 
Every student makes a ten-minute oral presentation.
 
The topic is "Opening Casinos in Taiwan." Students need to
 
analyze their own opinions about this issue,first, then
 
provide at least three opposing viewpoints.
 
Assessment rubric: 	Critical Thinking Assessment
 
Checklist and Presentation
 
Checklist
 
Worksheet assessment: 	Assess of worksheet using
 
Graphic Organizer Assessment
 
Checklist.
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LESSON PLAN FOUR
 
Looking for Alternatives
 
Objective:
 
1. To know how to look for alternatives when making a
 
choice
 
2. To learn to use a Cluster Diagram
 
3. To learn a critical thinking strategy ­
Interpreting
 
Vocabulary: 	script, stigmatize, diminishing,
 
impulsive, trap.
 
Material:
 
4-1 Poster, 4-2 Focus Sheet, 4-3 Work Sheet, 4-4 Focus
 
Sheet.
 
Involving student's background, interests, and prior
 
knowledge
 
Ask students 	the following question:
 
Think back to Nick Sergi's essay in Lesson Two.
 
Sergi and his friends wanted to play basketball
 
but the car was blocking the hoop. What were
 
their alternatives?
 
Teaching 	with Variety:
 
Visual: 	Use 4-1 Poster to show students what a
 
Cluster Diagram is.
 
Activity: 1. Have students read the title and study
 
the pictures on 4-2 Focus Sheet (Why We
 
Like Hard, Positive Choices). Then
 
ask them the questions below:
 
(1) What do you think this article is
 
about?
 
(2) What kind of article is it - fiction
 
or nonfiction?
 
2. Read and explain the article on 4-2
 
Focus Sheet. Ask students to underline
 
the important ideas and write any ideas
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and questions that come to mind in the
 
margin.
 
3. Have students write a short essay about
 
what interested them most in this
 
article? What ideas, questions, or
 
personal memories did it bring to mind?
 
Students then take turns revise each
 
other's essays with a classmate.
 
4. Pair students and distribute 4-3 Work
 
Sheet to them. Students have to tell if
 
they agree or disagree with these ideas
 
and give an example to support their
 
opinion.
 
5. Divide students into groups of five.
 
Have them reread the folk tale in
 
Lesson One. Then discuss what' connection
 
can they make between this story and the
 
article "'^Why We Like Hard, Positive
 
Choices." Students then share ideas with
 
classmates.
 
Responding to diversity with a range of activities:
 
Study a poem. Distribute 4-4 Focus Sheet (Deciding) to
 
students; and have some students read aloud. Divide
 
students into groups of five. Have each group make a
 
Cluster Diagram to interpret Moore's ideas. The Cluster
 
Diagram starts with the word choice such as 4-1 Poster.
 
Every group presents its diagram and ideas to classmates.
 
Learning center: 	Provide some relevant poems to
 
students.
 
Take home: 	In this unit, students have read four
 
selections related to the theme of choice.
 
Based on what they have read as well as
 
students' own experience, they respond to
 
the quotation below. Every student writes
 
a one-to-two-page, essay discussing a
 
difficult choice they had to make or will
 
have to make.
 
"The difficulty in life is the choice."
 
-George Moore (Irish novelist
 
and poet)
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ASSESSMENT:
 
Give students ten minutes to think about tiieir essay.
 
Students will find the three most difficult aspects of their
 
situation and form three clusters. They will then find
 
ideas or possible outcomes connected to each cluster.
 
Students will discuss their cluster with a peer and add
 
ideas. They will then write one paragraph about what they
 
have added to their ideas about making a difficult choice.
 
Assessment rubric: 	Graphic Organizer.Assessment
 
Checklist and Essay Grading Chart
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LESSON PLAN FIVE
 
Final Project: Choosing a Mate
 
Objective:
 
1. To explore the characteristics of a good mate
 
2. To learn to use a Note-taking Chart
 
3. To learn a critical thinking strategy - Evaluating
 
Vocabulary: 	dumpling, stew, soothe, knack, rake up,
 
hail, shovel.
 
Material:
 
5-1 Poster, 5-2 Work Sheet, 5-3 Focus Sheet, 5-4 Focus
 
Sheet, 5-5 Homework. Sheet.
 
Involving student's background, interests, and prior
 
knowledge:
 
Ask students, the following questions:
 
How do you define "mate" in Chinese and in
 
English?
 
What do you think are the characteristics of a
 
good mate?
 
Teaching 	with variety:
 
Visual: 	Use 5-1 Poster to identify the activities in
 
the poem "My Rule""
 
Activity: 1. Have students get together with five to
 
six classmates of thfe same gender. List
 
the characteristics of a good mate in
 
order from the most important to the
 
least important. List the groups' ideas
 
on the board and compare lists with the
 
other groups.
 
2. Distribute 5-2 Work Sheet to students.
 
Have them read the sentence on it; and
 
write their ideas about what the person
 
will say.
 
3. Distribute 5-3 Focus Sheet (My Rule) to
 
students; and read the poem to the class,
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4. As the poem is read, have some students
 
take turns pantomiming the tasks in the
 
photographs on 5-1 Poster. Let
 
students guess the task. Then pair
 
students; have them read the poem aloud
 
to each other.
 
5. Divide students into groups of five; have
 
them discuss the following questions.
 
Then they share ideas with the class.
 
(1) Do you think the speaker of the poem
 
is a man or a woman? Why?
 
(2) Would you advise someone to marry
 
this person? Why or why not?
 
(3) What message might this poem have
 
for young people?
 
Responding to diversity with a range of activities:
 
To do a simulation. Divide students into groups of
 
four, and have each group develop a play based on the poem
 
"My Rule."
 
Learning- center: 	Offer several newspaper
 
advertisements about looking for
 
a mate.
 
Primary language support: 	Label the vocabulary cards
 
in Chinese.
 
Take home: 	Distribute 5-4 Focus Sheet (Winner) and 5-5
 
Homework Sheet to students. Ask them read
 
the poem and complete the chart.
 
Assessment:
 
Have students imagine that they are Mrs. Macey in the
 
poem "Winner." Students write a one-to-two-page essay to
 
explain what happened to them, and tell how they feel
 
about these events.
 
Assessment.rubric: Essay Grading Chart
 
Grade homework: 	Use 0-5 as a global score for
 
evaluating note-taking (5=best).
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UNIT OVERVIEW
 
Unit Two: Career Choices
 
Lesson 1; Choosing a Career
 
Reading: So-So Student, Nobel Prize-Winner
 
Graphic Organizer: Tree Diagram
 
Critical Thinking Strategy: Interpreting
 
Lesson 2: Choosing Where to Work
 
Reading: Why I Quit the Company
 
Graphic Organizer: Cluster Diagram
 
Critical Thinking Strategy: Comparing
 
Lesson 3: Making Difficult Career Decisions
 
Reading: The Hopeland
 
Graphic Organizer; Character Web
 
Critical Thinking Strategy: Synthesizing
 
Lesson 4: Predicting Tomorrow's Jobs
 
Reading: Which Occupations Offer Tomorrow's Jobs?
 
Graphic Organizer: T-chart
 
Critical Thinking Strategy: Analyzing
 
Lesson 5: Final Project - Choosing Goals
 
Reading: At 81, This Graduate Proves It's Always
 
Possible to Learn More
 
Graphic Organizer: Character Analysis Chart
 
Critical Thinking Strategy: Classifying
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LESSON PLAN ONE
 
Choosing a Career
 
Objectives:
 
1. While exploring career possibilities, students can
 
list four career options for themselves
 
2. To learn how to make a Tree Diagram
 
3. To learn a critical thinking strategy - Interpreting
 
Vocabulary: so-so. Depression year, spurred him on,
 
conceptual, budding, innate,
 
unconventionally, the little kid who said
 
the emperor has no clothes, collaborations,
 
contiguous.
 
Material:
 
A-1 Poster; A-2 Focus Sheet, A-3 Focus Sheet; A-4 Work
 
Sheet, A-5 Work Sheet; A-6 Homework Sheet.
 
Involving students' background, interests, and prior
 
knowledge:
 
Use A-1 Poster to ask students the following questions:
 
Which of the occupations shown here is interesting
 
to you? Why?
 
What kinds of things do these people do at work?
 
What kinds of training do these people need for
 
their jobs?
 
Teaching with variety:
 
Visuals: 	Use A-2 Focus Sheet (Tree Diagram) to show
 
what a tree diagram is.
 
Activity: 1. Distribute A-3 Focus Sheet (So-So
 
Student, Nobel Prize-Winner) to students
 
and have them write a short essay of the
 
following questions.
 
(1)What does the title of the newspaper
 
article mean to you?
 
(2)Based on the title, what do you
 
think the article is about?
 
2. Divide 	students into groups of five; have
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them discuss what it takes to be a
 
successful scientist. List students'
 
ideas in a Tree'Diagram on the board.
 
3. Read and explain the article on A-3
 
Focus Sheet to students and then have
 
them underline the words and phrases that
 
describe a successful scientist.
 
4. Distribute A-4 Work Sheet (Guess the
 
Meaning) to students; have them use
 
context to guess the meaning of
 
the underlined words.
 
5. Pair students and distribute A-5 Work
 
Sheet (Making Inferences) to students;,
 
have them make inferences based on the
 
information in the given sentences.
 
Responding to diversity with a range of activities:
 
Divide students into groups of five. Ask each group to
 
brainstorm a list of careers and then each student chooses
 
one that interests him/her. Have them list what they have
 
already know about this career. For example, what, a person
 
does in this career on the job, and what personal qualities
 
and abilities a person in this career need to have.
 
Learning center: 	Invite some professional experts to
 
class to discuss their jobs with
 
students.
 
Primary language support: 	Label vocabulary cards in
 
Chinese.
 
Take home: 	Distribute A-6 Homework Sheet. Ask
 
students to look for information about the
 
career they choose in the library and then .
 
complete the Tree Diagram.
 
Writing process: 	Draft and peer edit.
 
Assessment:
 
Working from the Tree Diagram. Each student list four,
 
career options for himself/herself. Then everyone writes a
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one-to-two-page essay to tell the reasons why he/she chooses
 
these four career options.
 
Assessment rubric: Essay Grading Chart
 
Grade homework: 	Peer assessment using the Graphic
 
Organizer Assessment Checklist.
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LESSON PLAN TWO
 
Choosing Where to Work
 
Objective:
 
1. To identify what would be an ideal place to work
 
2. To review how to use a Cluster Diagram
 
, 3. To learn a critical thinking strategy - Comparing
 
Vocabulary: 	prestigious, yuppie, stifling, sick leave,
 
annual leave, norm, brainwashed,, throw
 
their money around, opt out of.
 
Material:
 
B-1 Poster, B-2 Work Sheet, B-3 Focus Sheet, B-4 Work
 
sheet, B-5 Work Sheet.
 
Involving students' background, interests, and prior
 
knowledge:
 
Ask students 	the following questions:
 
What are the 	characteristics of an ideal place to
 
work?
 
How do you describe a company from the point of
 
view of an unhappy employee?
 
Teaching 	with variety:
 
Visual: 	Use B-1 Poster (Cluster Diagram) to show
 
students what a cluster diagram is.
 
Activity: 1. Divide students into groups of five.
 
Distribute B-2 Work Sheet (Cluster
 
Diagram) to each group; let students
 
together brainstorm a set of ideas about
 
what are the characteristics of a good
 
place to work. Every student takes turns
 
writing his/her ideas on the cluster
 
diagram. Ask each group together to.
 
choose the three most important
 
characteristics; then share with class.
 
2. Distribute B-3 Focus Sheet (Why I Quit
 
the Company) to students. Read the title
 
of the article and the first paragraph to
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students; ask them to predict what
 
reasons might the writer give to explain
 
why he quit the company. Teacher and
 
students Work together to list several
 
possible reasons on the board.
 
3. Have students scan the article on B-3
 
Focus Sheet and look for the reasons why
 
the writer, Tomoyki Iwashita, quit the
 
company. Students underline any reasons
 
they find. Then together look back at ,
 
the list of possible reasons in Activity
 
2. Ask students to identify which of
 
Iwashita's reasons appear on the list.
 
4. Pair students and have them discuss the
 
following questions:
 
(1) Which of Iwashita's reasons for
 
quitting makes the most sense to you?
 
Why?
 
(2) What would you like about working
 
for the company described in the
 
article?' What wouldn't you like?
 
5. Distribute B-4 Work Sheet,to students;
 
have them look back at the article to
 
find the two-word verbs. And then
 
complete the exercise.
 
6. Divide students into groups of fiver-

give them B-5 Work Sheet. Have them look
 
over the article with a writer's eye
 
and discuss the questions written on the
 
work sheet. Students take turns
 
reporting each group's ideas to the
 
class.
 
Responding to diversity with a range of activities:
 
Students will make two Cluster Diagrams. One from
 
Tomoyki Iwashita' viewpoints and the other from students'
 
own viewpoints of an ideal place to work. Students then
 
make a Compare/Contrast Matrix to compare these two
 
diagrams. Then students write one paragraph summarizing the
 
differences between Tomoyki Iwashita's ideas of a good place
 
to work and yours. ­
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Learning center: 	Offer students a cassette of a
 
conversation between two employees at
 
the company cafeteria.
 
Take home:	 Have students ask their parents or friends
 
about places where they worked. Find out
 
what they liked and disliked. Then
 
students write a one-to-two-page essay to
 
report their findings.
 
Assessment:
 
Each student makes a ten-minute oral prfesentation about
 
their ideal place to work. .
 
Assessment rubric: Presentation Checklist
 
Grade homework; Essay Grading Chart
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LESSON PLAN THREE
 
Making Difficult Career Decisions
 
Objective:
 
1. To know what are some of the decisions that people
 
have to make while pursuing a career
 
2. To learn how to make a Character Web
 
3. To learn a critical thinking strategy - Synthesizing
 
Vocabulary: 	snubbing., trunk, eking out, relegated,
 
fan, startled, taut, redress.
 
Material:
 
C-1 Poster, C-2 Focus Sheet, C-3 Work Sheet, C-4 Work
 
Sheet, C-5 Homework Sheet.
 
Involving student's background, interests, and prior
 
knowledge:
 
Ask students 	the following questions:
 
What are 	some of the decisions that people have to
 
make while pursuing a career?
 
Which of 	these decisions might be especially hard
 
to make? Why?
 
Teaching 	with variety:
 
Visual: 	Use C-1 Poster to show students what the
 
Character Web is.
 
Activity: 1. Distribute C-2 Focus Sheet (The Hopeland)
 
to students. Tell students that the
 
passage on the C-2 Focus Sheet is an
 
excerpt from a longer essay. In this
 
part of the essay, the writer explains
 
that her father had to defer, or put
 
aside, his plans for the future. Have
 
students think why might this be and
 
together brainstorm a set of possible
 
reasons.
 
2. Read the first paragraph of the passage
 
to students and then pair students; have
 
them discuss the following questions.
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(1) From whose point of view is the
 
passage written?
 
(2) What seems to be the writer's topic?
 
(3) What questions does this paragraph
 
raise for you?
 
3. Read the rest of the passage to students
 
and ask them to underline the important
 
ideas; have them write their thoughts and
 
questions in the margin. At the same
 
time, ask students the following
 
questions.
 
(1) What career opportunities did the
 
writer's father have? . What did he
 
choose to do? Why?
 
(2) What conflict does the writer feel?
 
What advice would you give her?
 
(3) Do you think the writer's father is
 
proud of his children? Why or why
 
not?
 
(4) Do you think the writer's father is
 
a successful man? Why or why not?
 
4. Divide students into groups of five; ask
 
them to look over the reading with a
 
writer's eye. Have them discuss the
 
following questions and write a short
 
essay for each question. Share each
 
group's ideas with the class.
 
(1) What do think the writer's purpose
 
is? Does the writer state her
 
purpose?
 
(2) Which of the writer's words and
 
phrases really help you to "see" her
 
father? Give several examples.
 
(3) Which details do you find the most
 
interesting? Why?
 
5. Divide students into groups (7-8
 
persons) and have them role-play "The
 
Hopeland."
 
6. Pair students and distribute C-3 Work
 
Sheet; have them complete the exercises.
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and then share their answers with
 
classmates.
 
Responding to diversity with a range of activities:
 
Distribute C^4 Work Sheet (Character Web) to students
 
and ask them to interview their parents or grandparents.
 
The students have to ask them about their dreams, careers,
 
what decisions that they did while pursuing the dreams or
 
careers, what decisions were the hardest to make, and do
 
they think they are succeed, why.or why not- Students have
 
to write an, article according to their interview and
 
complete the Work Sheet. Have every student to share
 
his/her Character Web and make a presentation.
 
Learning center: 	Invite two or three teachers to share
 
their experiences about making
 
difficult career decisions.
 
Primary language support: 	Label the vocabulary cards
 
in Chinese.
 
Take home: 	Distribute C-5 Homework Sheet to students;
 
have them complete the exercises from their
 
own experiences.
 
Assessment:
 
Every student needs to make a character web for
 
himself/herself. According to their character web, students
 
write a one-to-two-page essay to describe themselves.
 
Assessment rubric: 	Graphic Organizer Assessment
 
Checklist and Essay Grading Chart
 
Assessing homework sheet: 	Use 0-5 as a global score
 
for evaluating homework
 
(5=best).
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LESSON PLAN FOUR
 
Predicting Tomorrow's Jobs
 
Objectives:
 
1. To predict toitiorrow's jobs
 
2. To review 	how to use a T-chart
 
3. To learn a critical thinking strategy - Analyzing
 
Vocabulary: 	lay off, baby boomlet, baby boomers,
 
spillover, litigious, trends, radon,
 
affluent.
 
Material:
 
D-1 Poster, D-2 Work Sheet, D-3. Focus Sheet, D-4 Work
 
Sheet, D-5 Work Sheet.
 
Involving students' background, interests, and prior
 
knowledge:
 
Ask students 	the following questions:
 
Which occupations offer tomorrow's jobs?
 
Why will these occupations be needed?
 
Teaching 	with variety:
 
Visual: 	Use D-1 Poster (T-Chart) to teach students
 
what a: T-chart is.
 
Activity: 1. Distribute D-2 Work Sheet (Predicting
 
Tomorrow's Jobs) to' students and have
 
them list their ideas in the chart.
 
Compare their T-chart with classmates.
 
2. Distribute D-3 Focus Sheet (Which ­
Occupations Offer Tomorrow's Jobs) to
 
students. Ask them to scan this
 
newspaper article to find the occupations
 
mentioned by the writer. Have students
 
add these occupations to the D-2 Work
 
Sheet and then students predict why these
 
occupations will be necessary.
 
3. Read and explain the article on D-3
 
Focus Sheet to students and then discuss
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students' predictions and the writer's
 
ideas.
 
4. Divide students into groups of five.
 
Distribute D-4 Work Sheet (Dictionary
 
Definition) to students; have them
 
discuss and answer the questions. Later,
 
each group shares their answers with
 
classmates.
 
5. Distribute D-5 Work Sheet (Source of
 
Quote) to students; have them complete
 
the chart. Then pair students. Every
 
student has to share ideas about these
 
people to his/her partner, as in the
 
example: According to Patricia Aberdeen,
 
in the future...­
6. Have students look at the article on D-3
 
Focus Sheet again with a writer's eye.
 
This article lacks a conclusion. Ask
 
students,to write a conclusion for this
 
article.
 
Responding to diversity with a range of activities:
 
Ask students to imagine that they work for the Taiwan
 
Bureau of Labor Statistics and a young person writes to them
 
for advice in choosing a career. Students should give this
 
young person advice according to their knowledge of the job
 
market in the future. Every student has to write his/her
 
response and then submit the letter to the instructor. The
 
instructor will,give students some commands about their
 
letters. Then students need to revise the letters and
 
submit them again.
 
Learning center: 	Offer several local newspapers; have
 
students study the Help Wanted
 
section and look for the areas that
 
offer today's jobs. Discuss with
 
students which areas seem to need the
 
most people and which occupations are
 
advertised most frequently.
 
Take home: 	Every student makes a T-chart to record
 
their observations from the Help Wanted
 
section in the local newspapers.
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Assessment:
 
Each student writes a one-to-two-page essay to predict
 
three jobs which will be needed in the year of 2010.
 
Students need to analyze the reasons why they think these
 
jobs will be needed in the future.
 
Assessment rubric: 	Critical Thinking Assessment
 
Checklist and Essay Grading Chart
 
Grade homework: Use Graphic Organizer Assessment
 
Checklist.
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LESSON PLAN FIVE
 
Final Project: Choosing Goals
 
Objective:
 
1. To explore short-term and long-term goals
 
2. To learn how to use a Character Analysis Chart
 
^3. To learn a critical thinking strategy - Evaluating
 
Vocabulary: 	skullcap, volunteer, stroke, pneumonia,
 
pacemaker.
 
Material:
 
E-1 Work 	Sheet, E-2 Focus Sheet, E-3 Work Sheet.
 
Involving students' background, interests, and prior
 
knowledge:
 
Ask students 	the following questions:
 
How do you define a short-term goal?
 
Eow do you define a long-term goal?
 
Teaching 	with variety:
 
Visual: 	Draw a Character Analysis chart on board to
 
show students how to make a Character Analysis
 
Chart.
 
Activity: 1. Distribute E-1 Work Sheet to students.
 
Have them, complete the exercxse.
 
2. Distribute E-2 Focus Sheet to students.
 
Read and explain the article to students.
 
Sheet (Character Analysis chart) to themL.
 
Have students scan the article to find
 
uxi^ _Liij_ w J-XLLCL L.-L wxx . cxxxO- _i_^ u. U-XXO V^XXCXJ- L.•
 
Divide students into groups of five.
 
Have each group discuss the following
 
questions:
 
(1) What interested you most in this
 
article?
 
ISZ
 
 (2) Would you like to know Jacob
 
Blitzstein? Why or why not?
 
(3) When you are 81, what goals do you
 
think you will have?
 
5. Have students write their responds about
 
above questions on the paper. They need
 
to write one paragraph for each of the
 
questions. Then every student exchanges
 
his/her paper with a classmate, and takes
 
turns read and revise each other's
 
paper.
 
Responding to diversity with a range of activities:
 
Students choose one of the people below. Describe
 
the graduation ceremony at Central High School from this
 
person's point of view. The description should reveal
 
something about the speaker's personality, attitudes, and
 
judgments. Write the description in the first person.
 
1. Jacob Blitzstein
 
2. Jesus Ibarra
 
3. Lanny Nelms
 
4. Jacob Blitzstein's grandchild
 
Learning center: 	Share my own experience about
 
graduation ceremony in CSUSB with
 
students. .
 
Take home: 	Every student interviews one of his/her
 
best friend. Students need to record this
 
friend's information on a Character
 
Analysis Chart. According to this chart,
 
every student writes a one-to-two-page
 
essay to evaluate this friend.
 
Asssssroerxt:
 
Every student makes a ten-minute oral presentation
 
about his/her short-term and long-term goals.
 
A..s5essment rubric:. Presentation Checklist
 
Assessing homework: Assess of homework using Graphic
 
Organizer Assessment Checklist,
 
, Essay Grading Chart and Critical
 
Thinking Assessment Checklist.
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APPENDIX B: MATERIALSOFUNIT ONE
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1-1: Focus Sheet
 
T-Chart
 
This chart can be used to list information associated with a
 
topic. List your group's answers in the chart. Based on
 
your list of pros and cons, what choice would you make?
 
Pros (reasons for) Gons (reasons against)
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1-2: Focus Sheet
 
from LearningAboutLaw,published bythe
 
Ohio State Bar Association
 
nee there was a wolfwho was nearly dead with hunger. He
 
I was very thin,so thin that the outline ofhis bones could be
 
seen clearly beneath his thinning coat of hair. With hardly
 
enough energy to walk,the wolfhad little hope offinding food. As
 
he lay beneath a large tree,a dog outfor a walk noticed him. Seeing
 
how thin and hungry-looking the wolf was, the dog felt sorry for
 
him and said,"You are in terrible shape! You look as if you haven't
 
eaten for manydays."
 
You re right, said the wolf. "I haven't eaten because you and 
your friends are doing such a good a job of guarding the sheep. 
Now I am so weak that I have little hope offinding food. I think I 
shall surely die." ■ 
"Then why notjoin us?" asked the dog. "1 work regularly and I
 
eat regularly. You could do the same. I will arrange it. You can help
 
meand the other dogs guard the sheep. In that way,we won't have to
 
worry about your stealing the sheep any more and you won't have to
 
worry aboutgoing hungryany more. It's a good dealfor both ofus."
 
The wolf thought it over for a few minutes and then decided
 
that the dog was right. So they went offtogether toward the ranch
 
house where the dog lived. But, as they were walking,the wolf
 
noticed that the hair on a certain part ofthe dog's neck was very
 
thin. He was curious about this, for the dog had such a beautiful
 
coateverywhere else. Finally,he asked the dog about it.
 
(Continued)
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"Oh, don't worry about that,"
 
said the dog. "It's the place
 
where the collar rubs on my
 
neck when my master
 
chains me up at night."
 
"Chained up!" cried
 
the wolf. "Do you mean
 
that you are chained up
 
at night? If I come to
 
live with you, will I be
 
chained up at night too?"
 
"That's right," answered
 
the dog. "But, you'll get used
 
to it soon enough. I hardly
 
think about it anymore."
 
"But,if I am chained up,then I won't be
 
able to walk when I want to take a walk or to run where I want to
 
run," the wolfsaid. "If I come to live with you,I won't be free any
 
more." After saying this, the wolfturned and began to run awav.
 
The dog called after the wolf,saying,"Wait! Come back! I may
 
not be able to do everything I want to do, but I'm healthy, well-fed,
 
and I'nave a warm place to sleep. You are too worried about keeping
 
alive to enjoy life. I'm more free than you are."
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 1-3: Work Sheet
 
Read these vsehtences : from the: story-;-and restate: thorn in ' your
 
ewh., words'-.t;i-; , . ^ t o-i:
 
a.-i Once ihere was a wolf who was nearly dead,, with hunger;;
 
b. He was very thin/ so thin that the outline of his bones■ ; 
could be seen' clearly beneath his thinning coat of: haii:.. 
c.iiSeeing how thin and hungry-looking the wolf was,: the. -dog 
-felt sorry for/him...; ■ 
d.. ;"Now I am so weak that I-have little hope of finding 
; : food-."-: . ; • 
(Blanton & Lee/ :1995a/ p. 86-86) 
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1-4: Work Sheet ■ 
'A summary is a short'version,of A,story.in your own words.
 
It gives the main ideas, but.it .leaves, out ^ unnecessary
 
details. Which, of these ideas would you. include in a one­
.paragraph summary of; the .fable '''The Dog and the/ Wolf.f .
 
□.1. A wolf was sitting under -a. largeV t : 
□ 2. The wolf was starving to death. . . . 
□ ' 3/. A .dog was- taking a. walk, h 1 .
 
P; 4.. The dOg's job was. tO; guard. the sheep. ■
 
□ 5. The dog felt sorry for.the wolf. 
□ 6. The dog invited the, wolf to come live with him. ; 
□7. The dog lived in a.ranch house. 
□ 8. The wolf noticed the thin hair on the dog's neck. 
.□9. The dog's coat was beautiful except around his neck. 
□10. The wolf learned that the dog was chained up at.night. 
□11. The dog didn't mind being chained, up at night.. 
□12. The wolf didn't want to lose .his freedom,. . 
■□l3;' 'The ^wplf; rah away. ' 
(Blantoh & Lee, . 19.95a., p. .88)- . 
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2-1 Poster ■ '' 
Fishbone Map ' 
A Fishbone. Map is.used;.tO'- show the .causal interaotibn. of a.
 
Go.inplex. event (an election/'a.nuclear hxplpsibn). or.- complex
 
phenomenon (juvenile delinquency, learning disabilities).
 
GaUse .1-{ Cause
 
Detail Detail
 
Result
 
Detail Detail
 
Cau.se.: 3 Cause
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 2-2: Focus Sheet
 
; by Nick Sergi
 
As I started the car, I remernber looking at my i
 
friends and smirking.' It wasn'ta real smirk,but an
 
I'rn-scared-but-Still-cooI- smirk. I looked at them,
 
hoping one of them would try to stop me,even
 
though I probably would not have let him. As I
 
took my foot off the brake, I got a feeling of power
 
and control. I felt like Neil Armstrong stepping on
 
the moon. Even though my friends encouraged me
 
to do it, none ofthem would have tried it. Then,as
 
quickly as it began,I was staring at crushed metal
 
and splintered wood. 1 was no longer on a cloud; I
 
was more the dunce' sitting in the driveway. The
 
Crushed metal was just my brother's bic\'cle(which I
 
had to replace),and the splintered woodwasone of ■ 
theaupporting posts ofqufcarport.' 
VVhen this accident occurred, I was fourteen, 2
 
frying to become an adult; however, after it hap^
 
pened I felt more like a childl than ever. It waslate
 
Saturday afternoon; Wyatt and Dave, pals' of
 
mine, were going to play some basketball in my
 
driveway but our car was blocking the hoop. Since
 
(Continued)'
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 nvy parents were ndt at hoine and neither of niy
 
friends could drive, 1 decided to pull the car in and
 
show off" the dfiving lessons: 1 haid been receiving
 
from my dad. Our carport is much like a garage,
 
except iiistead of walls it is held lip by nine posts,
 
cemented for support. The structure is very
 
s^blef but not necessarily if a one and one-half
 
ton object runs into one ofthose posts.
 
As a student of physics, Tve learned about
 
Isaac Ne\vton and his laws ofmotion. The first law
 
is called inertia and says vvhen an objectis at rest it
 
stays at rest uniess acted On by an Outside force.
 
Well, thankfully for me. the.car's force was not
 
enough to upset the inertia of the carpOrt.
 
Otherwise, thousands of pounds of wood and :
 
shingles wOiild have fallen on top of ine and the
 
car. I would have beenin considerably more trou­
-ble;than I:was.:' ;
 
When confronted by my father, I honestly
 
could not recall what happened. For some reason,
 
those three seconds of my life were totally wiped
 
out^ of my memory. Later, as I tried to describe
 
the sequence of events, my dad's anger was
 
replaced with a smile. He knew what had hap
 
pened right away and he was very eager to share it
 
with me(and half the neighborhood). "You hit
 
the gas'instead of the brake, and you are not the
 
first person to make that mistake." I felt better but
 
Still very foolish. The price ofthis foolish moment
 
' /''"V ^
 
(Continued)
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,:i • 'A
 
was a few^ hurtdred dollars and many Ko of 
labor as restitution.■" How could I have done 
something that cost me the equivalent of about ; 
three months of earnings from newspaper deliv 
ery? Ihated delivering newspapers. 
Cars, responsibility, and adulthood are sober- 5 
ing.- 'y Unfdrtunatelyi of people 4ori't under- ; 
"Stand the dahger a car represents or the responsi
bilities' of rriaturhy'* Until something4atastrophic'' '■ 
happens. Clearly, mdst people learn abdiit life by 
.experiencing it. SorhetitnesIwish we could learn 
without pain, suffering, or harrning others. It is 
both painful and helpful now whenI remember 
the crash, my friends cheering me on, my own 
foolish pride, how it turned out, and howIfelt. 
Three years later,I find myself thinking about 6 
my decisions and actions more carefully. I try to 
consider what could go wrong before I step for 
ward. I realize that whatever I do, I alone am 
responsible for the consequences. Ihave found 
that whenIcan get by the desire for instant gratifi- ' 
cation'"' and self-admiration, a much better oppor 
tunity usually occurs later. I think of all the 
"crashes" in my past andIfeel prepared to face the 
challengesIwill encounter in the upcoming years. 
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2-3: Focus Sheet
 
The diagram below shows the carport at Nicholas Sergi's
 
house. Using the diagram, explain in your own words what
 
happened.
 
BASKETBALL
 
\ HOOP
 
CARPORT
HOUSE
 
29
 
POST
 
CAR
 
(Blanton & Lee, 1995a, P. 95)
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2-4: Work Sheet
 
How did. Sergi orgariize :his;ideas?: Reread his essay and take 
notes .in the ' chart.' ■ 
Crashing into .Adulthood , .
 
Paragraph Topic/Main i..d.ea'
 
i
 
(Bianton. & Lde/., 19:95a., P.
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3-1: Focus Sheet
 
from A MorePerfectUnion,a social stuciies textbook
 
Thefaetspoint to the urgent need to Ifwe'regoihg to develop this[the
 
open 1:5 million acres ofthe Coastal ANWR Coastalplain], we mightas
 
Plain ofthe Arctic National Wildlife \yellgo ahead and dam'the Grand
 
Refuge[AN'WR]to exploration. Canyon. You can make thesame
 
Thefactsalso highlight the.indus
 argumentsfor nationalenergy needs.
 
try's ability to develop arctic oil in So whydon't we? Because the nation
 
an environmentallysound manner. has decided it's in itsown bestinter
 
est to preserve the Grand Canyon

-^OilCompany Publication
 
Winter 1989 andfind ourenergy elsewhere. 
' ■ V-: ■ 'V; —Tim Mahoney, 
"An Arctic Dilemma," 
National Geographic, 
December 1980 
BACKGROUND 
1 The wild and remote lands ofnortheast Alaska are home to a variety of
 
wildlife—grizzly bears,wolverines, Dall sheep, foxes, mpose,and North
 
America'slargest caribou herd. Theselands are also the
 
sufhmef iiesting places ofsnovyy owls, peregrine fah
 
cons,golden eagles,and manyother birds,
 
" In 1960, to protect the wildlife in this urtspoiled
 
region. Congress set aside 8.9 million acres as the
 
Arctic National Wildlife Range. Twenty years later, in
 
1980,Congress added 10 million acres to the protect- ___
 
ed area, and renamed it the Arctic National Wildlife
 
Refuge(ANWR). Congress also said that 1.5 million
 
■ (.Continued) 
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 acres (.>1 the* rctiisic Cdulcl Isc
 
.sluilied as a possible source of
 
oil and gas. I he area to be
 
studied was the- coastal plain—
 
the flat, inarshy land between
 
the rugged mbuntains of the
 
mm 
m	 Brooks Range and the Arctic
 
Ocean.
 
In early 1987, the U.S. .r
 
5^	 Department of the Interior
 
released the results of a six-

year study of the ANWR
 
coastal plain. Their report
 
stated that the region might
 
contain as much as 9.2 billion
 
barrels ofoil.
 
CONFLICTOVER
 
THELAND
 
The report recommended 4
 
:"v 
=^1^ beginning oil exploration as
 
- ; _7 soon as possible, and touched
 
off' a heated debate between

oil companies and environmentalists. Prbducers argue that the nation
 
neeas the energy and that the .\NVyR region is the most promising oil
 
exploration site in the countr>'. De\'eloping the site,they Say, would elimi
 
nate the need to purchase imported oik It would also help the Alaskan
 
economy by bringing in money and jobs. They cite^ polls showing that V
 
most.Alaskans want to develop the state's mineral resources.
 
Environmentalists argue that oil drillirig would be harmful to the :
 
environment, destroy wildlife habitats,' and disturb the fragile balance of 5
 
the.Alaskan wilderness. The oil industry cannot; be trusted to protect the
 
environment, they say, pointirig to the oil:spills that have happened :

around the world, despite the indusffy's assurances that such events will f
 
/Hothappen.^ 	 V ^
 
(Cphtinued)
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ARCTIC OCEAN
 
BERING SEA 
ALASKA 
o Fairbanks 
CANADA 
Anchorage o 
<P 
PACIFIC OCEAN 
juneau 
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3-2: Work Sheet
 
Identify the topic and main idea in each paragraph.
 
Paragraph Topic Main idea
 
Animals that live Many different kinds
 
in northeast Alaska of animals, live in
 
northeast Alaska.
 
(Blanton & Lee, 1995a, P. 105)
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4-1: Poster
 
Cluster Diagram
 
hard to choose
 
sometimes j
 
too many J
 
alternatives
 
Cno ce
 
freedom difficu
 
cno ce
 
(Blanton & Lee, 1995a, P. 117;
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 4-2: Focus Sheet
 
• . t
 
by Jerald M.Jellison and John H.Harvey
 
from Psychology Today
 
Wefeel mostfree persoiuiUy when we have a manageable numberof
 
positive alternatives. T'egative alternatives look like no choice at all,
 
and too many choices kill freedom.
 
^he pipe under your kitchen sink springs a leak and you call in a i
 
plumber. A feu- days later you get a bill for S40. At the bottom
 
is a note saying that if you don't pay within 30 days, there'll be
 
a 10 percent service charge' ofS4. You feel trapped, with no desir
 
able alternative. You pay$40 now or S44 later.
 
Now make two small changes in the script.- The plumber sends 2
 
you a bill for $44, but the note says that if you pay within 30 days
 
you'll get a special $4 discount. Now you feel pretty good. You have
 
two alternatives,one ofwhich will save you $4.'
 
In fact, your choices are the same in both cases—pay $40 now 3
 
or $44later—but your feelings about them are different. This illus
 
trates a subject we've been studying for several years: What makes
 
people feel free? One factor we've studied is that individuals feel
 
freer when thev can choose between positive alternatives (delaying
 
(Continued)
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Weseek out positive
 
alternatives;choosing
 
among negative choices
 
seemslike no choice at all.
 
payment or saving $4) rather than between negative ones (paying
 
immediately or paying S4 more).
 
Choosing between negative alternatives often seems like no
 
choice at all. Take the case ofa woman trying to decide whether to
 
stay married to her inconsiderate, incompetent husband, or get:a
 
divorce. She doesn t want to stay with him,but she feels divorce is a
 
sign offailure and vvill stigmatize'' her socially. Or think ofthe deci
 
sion faced by many young men when they were forced to choose
 
between leaving their country and family or being sent to Vietnam.
 
VVhen we face decisions involving only alternatives we see as
 
negatives, we feel so little freedom that we twist and turn searching
 
for another choice with some positive characteristics....
 
Butfreedom also has another side—too much choice. A law of
 
diminishing returns'* takes over, eventually reaching the point where
 
freedom becomes confusing rather than pleasant. Some ofour own^
 
experiments haye confirmed this reversal of attitude, and instances
 
are common in everyday lite. Renting an apartment is an example.
 
(CGntiriued)
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The more alternatives we have,
 
the more we enjoy decisions,
 
until too many choices turn
 
pleasure into confusion.
 
You usually have many possibilities to choose from, and to make a
 
rational choice you should analyze each of them in terms ofloca
 
tion,cost,size, condition, neighbors,the landlord's disposition,type
 
of lease, and so on. To make matters worse, you are often under
 
pressure to rhake the decision as soon as possible.
 
With all this to consider, it's easy to feel overwhelmed. You have 7
 
so much freedom that making a logical choice becomes a burden,
 
and you're likely to end the tension by making an impulsive' deci
 
sion. Under conditions that should give rise to high feelings of per
 
ceived choice,you feel trapped by too much information.
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 ^ ^4-3: ■ : Tifotk'"'Sheet : 
Tell; if you agree or disagree with these ideas and give an
 
example to support your,opinion;.
 
a. Individuals feel, freer wheri,they can choose between, .
 
. positive alternatives rather , than bet^ssP tLegative . ones.
 
b. Choosing' among, riegativelchoices. seems like no choice at
 
V all.l r . i,.;' V,; ;
 
c> Top , many choices kill ,freedom.
 
(Blanton & Lee, 1995a, P. 112-113)
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4-4: Focus Sheet
 
Wendy Wilder Larsen
 
Tran Thi Nga
 
from Shallow Graves
 
We went to the office everv dav,
 
people at work said nothing; /
 
Province Chiefs were running.
 
We told the Big Boss our country would be lost.
 
We told him we would blow ourselves up
 
ifwe could not leave.
 
1 sat at my desk doing the firianciarreport.
 
Mythoughts went round and round,
 
Shouldlleave?
 
Should I go alone?
 
Should 1 takemy mother? :
 
She did not want to go. ■
 
Should I leave mychildren?
 
How would 1 make a living?
 
When I made up my mind,
 
as clear and strong as dreams.
 
(Goritihued):
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Our old house in Hadong.
 
The bamboo in the backyard.
 
We ate the shoots.
 
The soldiers made a fence from the stalks.
 
My sister and[painted the fence
 
first white,then blue,then her favorite yellow.
 
The small antigonon vine we planted
 
with its pink blossoms in spring.
 
Our ponds.
 
The manysteps down
 
to the small bridge
 
where we'd sit hour after hour
 
letting our haiids dip into the water
 
trying to catch the silver-brown fish.
 
Airplanes bombing
 
running from our house
 
people dying,people calling from outside the walls
 
dont take me. I'm notdead yet.
 
Thefamily hiding together in our house in Cholon
 
sunlight coming through the bullet holes.
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5-2: Work Sheet
 
Read the sentence below. What do you think the person will 
say? List several ideas. Then read them to the.class. ■ 
mi.
 
id'
 
«' jg*
 
"If you want,to marry me," my fiance(e) said, "Here's what
 
you'11 have to do:
 
(Blanton &,Lee, 1994, P. 88)
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5-3: Focus Sheet
 
Ifyou want to marry me,here's what you'll have to do
 
ing stew
 
And you mustsew myholey socks and you mustsoothe my
 
troubled mind
 
And keep myshoes spotlessly shined
 
And when it is hailing and snowing
 
You mustshovel the walk,and be still when I talk
 
And—hey,where are you going??
 
—ShelSilverstein
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5-4: Focus Sheet
 
O
 
m
 
QUSISIKI
 
Winner
 
Mrs.Maceyworked behind
 
the meatcounter at Janelli's Market
 
until her husband took up
 
with the Methodisd organist,
 
leaving her to wearembarrassment
 
like split pants.
 
Then she won the Am Vets'- raffle—
 
a trip to Miami
 
during the Fourth ofJuly^ weekend—
 
and never returned. .
 
Instead
 
she sent a postcard offlamingos
 
on thelawn ofan awninged hotel
 
that Mr.Janelli butcher-taped
 
on the meatcase:
 
"Meta wonderful man
 
wears a slender moustache,
 
plays trumpetin ajazz band,
 
and calls me Cara Mia.^"
 
—PaulB.Janeczko
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5-5: Homework Sheet
 
What do you know about the people below? List infprmation
 
from the poem..
 
Mr. Macey Mrs. Macey Mr. Janelli The Jazz Player
 
worked in a
 
grocery store
 
(Blanton & Lee, 1994, P. 93)
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A-1: Poster
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A-2: FOCUS SHEET
 
Tre^ Diagraih
 
a successful scientist
 
(categories) personal qualities abilities
 
hardworking good with numbers
 
(Blantoh, & Lee, .1995b, E.b 4)
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A-3: Focus Sheet
 
So-So'
 y
 
by Rushworth M.Kidder
 
from The Christian Science Monitor
 
1 As particle physicist Leon M.Lederrnan remembers itvhe wasn't naturally
 
good \yith his hands. As a youngster growing up in the Depression years^ in
 
NewYork City he wasn't all thatcuripus abouthow things worked. He wasn't
 
a very good student. He found math difficult. His first year as a graduate
 
studentin physics at Columbia University was terrible. So he applied to trans
 
fer to the Massachusetts Institute ofTechnolog}'—and was refused.
 
2 And then,in 1988,he shared the Nobel Prize in physics for his 1962 dis­
covery ofa second neutrino,an elementarysubatomic particle.
 
3 What got him launched and kept him. going? In an interview in his
 
office at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory,which he directed from
 
1979 until 1989,he points to the people who spurred him on.'
 
4 Two things happened,he recalls,when he Was 10 years old. First,oneday
 
when he wassick in bed,his father broughthim a bookco-authored by Albert
 
Einstein about relativity "It started out comparing physics to a detective
 
story," he says,"and it was in big print. That's veryimportant at ten years old."
 
5 "The other thing was a front-page article in The New York Times about
 
the winning of the Nobel Prize by Carl Anderson for discovering the
 
positron. It told how he took a cloud chamber to the top ofa mountain.
 
And that was the most romantic thing I could think of—to drag some
 
instrument up there and see something."
 
6 Later,during high school,Lederman began hanging around the chem
 
istry lab with "three or four friends" after school. The lab assistant was"a
 
lively guy who let us fool around and blow glass." It was these friendships,
 
more than anyconceptualfascination,thatkept his interestin science alive.
 
7 But it wasn't until graduate school—after finishing City College and
 
spending three yearsin the Army—thathe finally developed self-confidence
 
as a budding'scientist.
 
8 One day he says, he came back to thelaboratory after spending a few
 
(Continued)
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months studying for his qualifying ekams^and guy mopping
 
the floorand singing in Italian,and I said,'Oh,a newjanitor.' And as I came
 
in he said something incdmprehensible,and I saidi'Yeah,but watch but
 
for those wires—don'tget'em wet.'"
 
As it happened,the man was a visiting physics professorfrom Rome—t 9
 
part;ofthe flood ofscientists fleeing postwar Europe. Having just arrived,
 
he Was given directions to the lab,found it was dirty,and began cleaning it
 
up."He was doing research in cosmic rays. And he was the first one who
 
mademe think that maybe I was not all that dumb" ;
 
So ifan innate'gift for science is not essential, what are the qualities lo ■ 
that make a scientist? 
The first,saysLederman,is"totaldedication." Scientistsheed"resistance ;11
 
to being discouraged,"hesays. "You've got to be abletb live through thelow
 
periods,ofwhich there are many. You need a willingness to work hard and
 
besingle-minded—think about what you're doing while ybu're shaving. It's
 
got to be able tb obsessyou completely,so thatyou're hot interestedin vaca
 
tions qr sleeping or eating or anything. Naturally atsome point youve got
 
to lift your head up. But you need to be able to go for three months ofso
 
with naps on cots and whateverfood comesoutoffhe coin machine."
 
Equallyimportant,says Lederman,is imagination- "A lot ofpeople are i
:
 
tremendouslyinsightful^they have mathematical abilities,they have analyt- ;
 
ical abilities. They're super students. But there must be sbmething else,
 
because I don't have anyofthose,and I'm successful."
 
" Byimagination,hesays,he meansthe abilitytosay,"look,there are500 13
 
bright guyslooking at the same problem yOu're looking a!t. Since it's stilla
 
problem,notone ofthose guys has gotten it. Therefore this problem must
 
have some side to it that none ofthose 500 guys has seen. Whatcould it
 
be? I know we're going to solve this problem within the next ten years,so
 
why can't I do it tonight?"
 
"Ithink it's not Only the ability but almost the preference for thinkirig 14
 
Unconventionally—and trying hard to identify with the little kid whosaid
 
the emperor has no clothes."'
 
In addition,Lederman feels it's important for today's scientist to be"a 15
 
people person." In the kind ofexperiments conducted at Fermilab,"you
 
need these large collaborations'*—and it's helpful if you're a social person.
 
You get more out ofit."
 
(Contiriueci)
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Leon Lederman
 
16 That sort ofsociability also helps broaden scientists beyond their basic
 
tleld—an important part of modern science. "You need to keep in touch
 
with many.of the contiguous"^ fieldsf he says,"because you never know
 
when a good idea will come out that you can apply."
 
17 
 According to Lederman,the thrill ofscientific discovery is still pin of
 
his experience. "When you know something that yoifre the only one to
 
know—and there arc 4(vr 5 billion people on the planet,and it s so pro
 
found ihai it will affect all ol"their lives at some pcnnt—thats sornething.sci­
ence can do. And there's notiiing else I know of that can do that."
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A-4: Work Sheet 	 '■ 
Guess ^ 'the- Meaning ' 
Use the context - (the words and ideas arOund an unfamiliar 
word) to guess the meaning of the underlined words belg^ 
Then look up. each word in a dictionary and .choose tfe 
meaning that best, fits the word in this. : Gontext; 
a. 	■''What got- hi.m launched and keep him going?'! 
■ My :guess r > ' • 1 ' , j y ! . ^ ■ 'i ^ 	 ■ ■): 
. Dictionary definition:, ■ , ; ! ■ .) 
b.-	 "...he [Anderson] took , a cloud chamber to the top of a . .. . . . 
mountain. : Amid that was the most romahtic thing :I cduld 
■ think of - to drag some instrument up there and .see • .
 
—something." ;
 
V;My; guess: . ■ •. ■■ '' . ■ ' . y . j ^ .■ ) ; ' y ' , j j' 
Dictionary definition: i 
C. 	 "One day, he iLederman] says, he came) back, to the : : 
laboratory after spending a, few months studying , fdr. his 
. qualifying exams, and there, was a guy mopping the floor 
: .. and singing in Italian, and l' sai.d,, . '*0n, a .new janitdr.^-^^^ 
^' :My guess: ; /■ 	 ' g: . 
)■ . 	 Dictionary- definition: i­
."It [your, work] has got to beiabie to■ obSess^ you 
.completely, .so that you're.not interested in vacations or 
sleeping or eating or anything." 
guess: 
Dictionary definition: 
(Blanton & Lee, : 1.995b/^^- g 8)' 
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A-5: Work Sheet
 
Making Inferences
 
What inferences can you make based on the information in the
 
sentences below?
 
a. " Two things happened, he [Lederman] recalls, when he was
 
10 years old. First, one day. when he was sick in bed,
 
his father brought him a book co-authored by Albert
 
Einstein about relativity."
 
What can you infer about Lederman's father?
 
b. 	 during high school, Lederman began hanging around the
 
chemistry lab with ^three or four friends' after school.
 
The lab assistant was ^a lively guy who let us fool
 
around blow glass."
 
What can you infer about the lab assistant?
 
C. 	 the man was a visiting physics professor form Rome ­
part of the flood of scientists fleeing postwar Europe.
 
Having just arrived, he was giving directions.to the lab,
 
found it was dirty, and began cleaning it up."
 
What can you infer about the visiting physics professor?
 
Share ideas with your classmates.
 
(Blanton & Lee, 1995b, P. 9)
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A-6: Homework Sheet
 
What personal qualities and abilities does a person in this
 
career need to have? To answer this question, look for the
 
information in the library. Then write the information on
 
the tree diagram.
 
(career)
 
(categories) personal qualities skills/abilities
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B-1: Poster
 
Cluster Diagram
 
a good place to work
 
equaltreatment
 
ofemployees working
 
conditions
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B-2: Work Sheet
 
Cluster Diagram
 
What are the characteristics of a good place to work?
 
Together brainstorm a set of ideas and create your own
 
cluster diagram. Take turns writing your group's,ideas on
 
the cluster diagram. Then look over your group's cluster
 
diagram and together choose the three most important
 
characteristics. Tell your classmates which characteristics
 
you choose.
 
a good place to work
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1
 
Will explain reasons 

forquitting, 

Crtessti ing iving 

conditions,butthese 

don'tseem stifling 

tome, 

Sawonlyco-workers, 

B-3: Focus Sheet
 
byTomoyukiIwashita
 
from TheNewIntemationalist
 
WhenI teU people thatI quit wofking for thecompany after only 1
 
a year,most ofthem think I'm crazy; They ean't undefstand whyI
 
would wantto give up a prestigious'and securejob. ButI think I'd
 
have been crazyto stay,and I'll try to explain why.
 
I started working for the cpmpany inirnediately after graduating 2
 
from university. It's a big,well-known trading company with about
 
6,000 employees all over the world. There's a lot ofcompetition to
 
get into this and other similar companies,which promise young peo
 
ple a wealthv and successful future. I Was set on course to be a
 
I'd been used to living independently as a student,looking after 3
 
myselfand organizing myown schedule. Assoon as I started work
 
ing all that changed. I was given a room in the company dormitory,
 
which is like a fancy hotel, with a twenty-four-hour hot bath service
 
and all meals laid on. Mostsingle company employees live in a dor­
mitorylike this,and many married employeeslive in company apart­
^5^5. The dorm system is actually a great help because living in
 
Tokyo costs morethan young people earn—butIfound it stifling.' ;.
 
Mylife rapidlybecamereduced to ashuttle betweenthedorm and 4
 
the office. The workingdayis officiallyeighthours,butyoucan never
 
leave the office on time. I used to workfrom ninein the morning until
 
eight or nine at night,and often until midnight. Drinking with col
 
leagues after work is part ofthejob; you can'tsay no. The company
 
building contained cafeterias,shops,a bank,a post office,a doctor's
 
office,a barber's...1 never needed to leave the building. Working,
 
drinking,sleeping,and standing on a horribly crowded commuter
 
train for an hour and a halfeach way: This was my life. I spent all
 
mytime with the same colleagues; when I wasn't involved in enter­
(Continued)
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taining clients on the weekend,I was expected to play golfwith mycol
 
leagues. I soon lost sight ofthe world outside the company.
 
5 Overtiredness and overwork leave you little energy to analyze or
 
criticize your situation. There are shopsfullof"health drinks,"cocktails
 
ofcaffeine and other drugs,which will keep you going even when you re
 
exhausted. Karoshi{death from overwork)is increasingly common
 
and is always being discussed in the newspapers. I myselfcollapsed from
 
working too hard. My boss told me: "You should control your health;
 
its your own fault ifyou get sick." There is no paid sick leave;*^ I used
 
up halfofmyfourteen days'annualleave'because ofsickness.
 
6 The company also controls its employees' private lives. Many
 
company employees under thirty are single. They are expected to
 
devote all their time to the company and become good workers;they
 
don't have time to find a girlfriend. The company offers scholarships
 
to the most promising young employees to enable them to study
 
abroad for a year or two. But unmarried people who are on these
 
courses are not allowed to get married until they have completed the
 
course! Married employees who are sent to train abroad have to leave
 
their families in Japan for the first year.
 
7 In fact,the quality ofmarried life is often determined by the hus
 
band's work. Men who have just gotten married try to go home early
 
for a while,but soon have to revert to the norm'oflate-night work.
 
They have little time to spend with their wives and even on the week
 
end are expected to play golfwith colleagues. Fathers cannotfind time
 
to communicate with their children and child rearing is largely left to
 
mothers. Married men posted abroad will often leave their family
 
behind in Japan; they fear that their children will fall behind in the
 
fiercely competitive Japanese education system.
 
8 However,there are somesigns that things are changing. Although
 
many new employees in my company were quickly brainwashed,'
 
many others,like myself,complained about life in the company and
 
seriously considered leaving. But most ofthem were already in fet
 
ters—ofdebt. Pleased with themselves for getting into the company
 
and anticipating a life ofexecutive luxury,these new employees throw
 
their money around. Every night they are out drinking. They buy
 
smart clothes aiid take a taxi back to the dormitory after thelast train
 
(Continued)
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has gone. . _
 
have a debt growing like a snowball rolling down a slopei The banks
 
demand no security for loans;it's enough to be working for a welh
 
known company. Some borrow as much as a year's salaryin the first
 
few months. Theycan'tleave thecompany while they have such debts
 
.to'p:ay off. ;- ' ,
 
T wasoneofthe few people in myintake ofemployees who didn't 9
 
get into debt. Ileft thecompanydormftory afterthree monthsto share
 
an apartment with a friend. I left the companye.xactly one year after I
 
entered it. It took me a while to find a newjob)butI'm working as a
 
journalist now. Mylife is still busy,but it's a lot better than it vvas.
 
I'm lucky because nearly all big Japanese companies are like the one I
 
worked fOr,and conditioris in manySmall cpmpanies are even worse.
 
It's noteasy to Optoutof"a life-style tha:tis generallyconsidered to 10
 
be prestigious and desirable,but more and more young people in Japan
 
are thinking aboutdoing it. You have to give tip a lotofsupefficially
 
attractive material benefits in order to preserve the quality ofyour life
 
and yoursanity. I don't thinkiwascra2y to leave the cornpany. I think
 
I would have gone crazyifI'd stayed.
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B-4: Work Sheet
 
Two-word Verbs
 
Look back at the article to find the two-word verbs below.
 
Use context to guess the meaning of each verb. Then write
 
your own sentences using these verbs.
 
a. Paragraph #2: 

My definition: 

New sentence:
 
b. Paragraph #3: 

My definition: 

New sentence:
 
c. Paragraph #5: 

My definition:
 
New sentence:
 
d. Paragraph #8: 

My definition:
 
New sentence:
 
e. Paragraph #10: 

My definition:
 
New sentence:
 
get into
 
^ ^ - ^
 
look after
 
'
 
use up
 
pay off
 
give up
 
(Blanton & Lee, 1995b, P. 19-20)
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B-5: Work Sheet
 
Group work
 
Look over the article with a writer's eye. As you discuss
 
each question below, take turns recording your group's
 
ideas.
 
a. 	How do you think this article would be different if it
 
were written for a Japanese audience? What information
 
might the writer add or delete?
 
b. What is Iwashita's purpose in writing this article?
 
Where in the article does the writer's purpose become
 
clear to you?
 
C. Do you think the writer provides enough details and
 
examples to build a strong argument? Give an example.
 
d. 	Give your opinion of the introduction and the conclusion
 
-	excellent, food, fair, or poor - and explain why.
 
(Blanton & Lee, 1995b, P. 20)
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C-1: Poster
 
Character Web
 
SIGNIFICANCEIN
 
PERSONALCHARACTER
 
He had worked
 
hard to pursue
 
his dream.
 
THE ACTION
 
Come to Amenca.
 
POSITIVE QUALITIES 
RELATIONSHIPS 
TOOTHERS 
Week after week, 
he sat under the 
glaring fluorescent 
lights ofthe 
classroom eking 
out gram-ma-ti-cal 
essays. 
1 father 
language barriers. 
uncertainties. 
prejudices,fears 
NEGATIVE QUALITIES IDEALS 
He regrets ofan 
imeducated past. 
Never compare 
yourselves to 
those below you, 
only to those 
above you. 
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C-2: Focus Sheet
 
The Hopeland
 
byK.Kam
 
from Making Waves,an anthologyofwritings by Asian-American women
 
As a young man,my father lived in Hong Kong. He had
 
worked hard to come to America,taking English classes at night
 
to improve his timid,halting speech. He postponed marriage
 
until he was thirty-one,reluctant to take a wife when he might
 
leave for America the following year. But after a decade ofpur
 
suing his dream,he decided to marry my mother in 1959. Three
 
years later, America opened her arms to my father, willing to
 
embrace him after years ofsnubbing.' My mother,less eager,
 
stood defenseless against the powerful charms ofAmerica.
 
Myfather rarely speaks any more ofhis deferred dreams. But
 
I have plowed restless fingers through his bookshelves and stum
 
bled upon .Shakespeare readers tucked between the Chinese nov
 
els with their musty trunk- smells,and then a series ofEnglish
 
grammar texts,old and yellowed with blotches oftea stains on the
 
pages. I've raided his bookshelves section by section and have
 
found hidden delights each time—a Sinclair Lewis novel, a
 
Tennessee Williams play,a book ofpoetry. It was impossible for
 
me to imagine my father's thickly accented syllables vvrapping
 
themselves around the elegant words.
 
When he first came to this country, his dreamsincubated in
 
the heat ofa stuffy kitchen by day and pecked a little further out
 
oftheir confining shells at night. Hard shells—language barri
 
ers, uncertainties, prejudices,fears—were chipped away bit by
 
bit as he attended night school and struggled to become an edu
 
cated man,a new success in a new land. Week after week,he sat
 
[Continued)
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under the glaring fluorescent lights ofthe classroom eking'out
 
gram-ma-ti-cal essays as English teachers with pleased smilesand
 
small nods of approval assigned him book after book of
 
"American reading."
 
Butsomewhere far in the past, myfather stopped the weary 4
 
tasks of"American reading"and writing assigned essays. He rel
 
egated'his American books to the shelves and focused his energy
 
upon the persistent questioning ofhis children,each ofwhom
 
had gone offto college.
 
"Whatare you going to do next year when you graduate?" 5
 
"I'm not sure yet,Dad. I'm thinking ofworking for a couple 6
 
ofyears,and then maybe I'll go back to school," answers his son,
 
the one who studied economics.
 
"Whv don't you become a dentist?" my father urges. 1
 
"It's notthateasy.Dad. Besides,I don'twantto becomeadentist." 8
 
Once, when I worked for a group of attorneys in San 9
 
Francisco,my father asked where all ofthem had attended law
 
school. "Where do they go on vacations? Do they ski? Do they
 
own houses up in the mountains?" I was reluctant to answer,not
 
wanting to fan'age-old disappointments. Before I could reply,ne
 
sighed,"Youknow,a very nice doctorcomesinto the restaurant all
 
the time,and he alwaysseemssad to me. I ask him what is wrong
 
and he tells me his son is no good—uses too many drugs. Sells
 
them,too. He asks me what my kids do and I tell him four are
 
college graduates. He says that's beautiful,says I'm alucky man."
 
His words startled' me.When we had run homefrom grade i
 
school with near-perfect report cards,myfather admonished us
 
solemnly. "Never compare yourselves to those below you,only
 
to those above you," he said year after year. My mother chided
 
us,too. "You muststudy hard and makesomething ofyourselves.
 
Wfien I was in China,I had to leave school at fourteen and start
 
(Continued)
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working as a seamstress in Hong Kong when I was sixteen. IfI
 
had been given thesame opportunities you've received,I cOuId
 
havebecome anything I wanted—anything."
 
1! Their wordsseep into myblood and cause mymusclesto pull 
taut.■ AttimesIam frustrated bythe pressuretosucceed,yet Iam 
driven by guilt and sadness to redress'my parents'lost dreams 
and regrets ofan uneducated past. 
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C-3: Work Sheet
 
Using Context and Making Inferences
 
1. Choose a word from the list to replace each underlined word or plirase.
 
Then rewrite each sentence,using the words that you chose.
 
a. 	 ..1 have plowed restless fingers through liis bookshelves and stumbled
 
upon Shakespeare readers tucked between the Chinese novels. ..."
 
found used pushed
 
placed written touched
 
b. "Wlien he firstcame to this country,his dreamsincubated in the heat ofa
 
stuffy kitchen by day and pecked a little fiirther out oftheir confining shell
 
at niglit."
 
grew waited moved
 
placed lav died
 
2. Read the sentences below and use context to come up with your own
 
definition ofeach underlined word or plirase.
 
a. I had to plow tlirougli the reading assigmnent because I only had one hour
 
to read 100 pages.
 
My definition:
 
b. 	Wliile we were looking for a grocery store,we stumbled upon a great
 
restaurant.
 
My definition: ­
(continued)
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 c. 	He tucked a letter into his wife's suitcase,knowing she would find it later.
 
;My definition:: " : - ^ \ ■■ ' ■ 
d. Between writing first and second drafts ofa paper,I usually need to let my 
■ ■ ideas incubate. ■' 'v 
My definition: ; 
■e. ■ 
ifdm thd night before. 
My definition: 
3. 	What inferences can you make based on these sentences from 'The 
Hopeland." 
a. 	"As a young man, my father lived in Hong Kong. He had worked hard to 
come to America, taking English classes at night to improve his timid, 
halting speech." 
Wliat inferences can you make about the writer's father? 
b. 	"My father rarely speaks any more ofhis deferred dreams. ButIhave 
and then a serious of English grammar texts, old and yellowed with
 
blotches of tea stains on the pages."
 
What inferences can you make about the writer's father? 
(Blanton & Lee, 1995b, P. 26-27) 
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C-4: Work Sheet 
Character Web 
PERSONALCHARACTER 
SIGNIFICANCEIN 
THE ACTION 
RELATIONSHIPS
 
POSITIVE QUALITIES TO OTHERS
 
NEGATIVE QUALITIES IDEALS
 
(Parks & Blacky ,1990, P;, .79)
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C-5: Homework Sheet
 
Response
 
Write your response to each ofthe quotations below. You might,for
 
example,explain what the quotation tells you aboutthe writer or her father.
 
You might also tell what it makes you tliink offrom your own experience.
 
a. "Butsomewhere far in the past,my father stopped the weary task of
 
'American reading'and writing assigned essays. He relegated liis
 
American books to the shelves and focused liis energy upon the persistent
 
questioning ofhis children,each ofwhom had gone offto college."
 
b. "Wlien we had run home from grade school with near-perfect report cards,
 
myfather admonished us solemnly. 'Never compare yourselves to those
 
below you,butto those above you,' he said year after year."
 
(Blanton & Lee., 1995b, P. 28)
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D-1: Poster
 
T-Chart
 
T-chart
 
This chart can be used to help students see relationships
 
between information. It can be used to list information
 
(right column) associated with a topic (left column).
 
Topics Infonnation
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D-2: Work Sheet
 
Predicting Tomorrow's Jobs
 
Which Occupations Offer Tomorrow's Jobs?
 
Occupations	 Why
 
doctors	 growing population
 
more elderly people
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D-3: Focus She^t
 
S
 
byMarySit
 
fromT/ie Boston Globe Career Guide
 
Most career counselors tell their clients that the keyto job satisfaction i
 
isfinding a line ofworkthey are interested in and enjoy. Butforthose about
 
to embark oh a course oftraining or study that will take years to complete
 
(usually at considerable e.xpense),there is comfortin knowing there will be
 
a demand for their skills down the road.
 
So welook to the U.S.Bureau ofLabor Statistics for projections on the 2
 
occupations that will be mostin demand over the rie.xt decade. Health care
 
dominates as a hot career field with jobs expected to grow from 8.9 to 12.8
 
million between now and the year 20(35. Outside the health-care field,here's
 
whatthe Labor Departmentand futurists are picking:
 
EDUCATION.Teachers—primaryandsecondaryandcollegelevels—willbe 3
 
needed. This maybesurprising as citiesand townsstruggle with budgetcuts
 
andlay off'teachers. But the baby boomlet--—children ofmiddle-aged baby
 
boomers'—ishitting schoolage.
 
Between the years 1990 to 2005,elementary school age children wiU 4
 
inCreaseby 3.8 million;secondaryschool age by3.2 million;and postsec
 
ondaryschoolage by1.4 million,according to the Bureau ofLabor Statistics.
 
In addition,foreign,older and part-time studeilts wiU result iii more post­
secondaryteaching positions. Andthere'saspillover*from thedemandinedu
 
cation: teacher aides,counselors and administrative staff are expected to
 
increase. All in all,the need for teachers is expected toadd 2.3 millionjobsin
 
education by the year 2005.
 
(Continued)
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5 	 FINANCIAL SERVICES. Corporate jobs and entrepreneurship should do 
well in financial services—from accountants to market analysts, stock fimd 
managers and stockbrokers. 
6 "We're moving from an industrially based economy to an information­
allv based economy. And one of the most driving forces is finances, says 
Patricia Aberdeen, author of "Megatrends for Women. 
7 	 PARALEGAL SERVICES. This is the second-fastest growing occupation,
according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. "We're a veryUtigious' society," 
says Mary Sullivan, regional economist at the U.S. Bureau ofLabor Statistics. 
"There are many routine kinds of things lawyers are able to hire paralegals to 
do." People today are questioning whether they can get similar—but less 
expensive-^services from paralegals. 
8 	 ENVIRONMENTAL PRESERVATION AND RENOVATION. "We want 
to keep our environment pure and clean," says Edward Cornish, president of 
(Continued) 
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^Vorld Future Society,a nonprotu group that studies sociological and tech
 
nological trends."
 
Any iob that recycles, cleans up pollutants,preserves historic sites or 9
 
restores forests will be a good pick,says Cornish.
 
This extends as ^velTto our internal environments,such as our homes, lo
 
People are finally paying attention to issues beyond heating and cooling their
 
homesand are concerned,for examiple,with radon' poisoning and lead paint.
 
TRAVEL. This has become the vvorld's leading industry, in terms of ii
 
employing workers,says Cornish. Travel and the hospitality industry will
 
offer more jobs as people become more affluent'and as technology makes
 
transportation more comfortable and cheaper.
 
EATING AND DRINKING ESTABLISHMENTS. This ranks as the third- 12
 
fastest growing occupation under the services sector,says the U.S. Labor
 
Department. Although many ofthese jobs are not career-oriented—waiters
 
and dishwashers—others include jobs vvith money-making potential,such as
 
managers and chefs, points outSullivan.
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D-4: Work Sheet
 
Dictionary Definition
 
Choose tlie dictionary definition tliat best fits the meaning ofthe underlined
 
words in the sentences below. Circle your answer. Then answer the
 
questions that follow.
 
a. "Mostcareer counselors tell their clients that the key tojob satisfaction is
 
finding a line ofwork they are interested in and enjoy."
 
key n.(1)an instrument, usually made ofmetal,that one piits into a hole
 
and turns,to lock or unlock a door,start or stop a car engine,etc. (2)
 
something that explains,answers,or helps you to understand. (3)any of
 
the parts in a writing or printing machine or musical instrument that are
 
pressed down to make it york. (4)a set ofmusical motes based on a
 
particulai" note.
 
Whatdoyou think is the keyto personal happiness?
 
b. "But,for those people aboutto embark on a course oftraining or study
 
that will take years to complete(usually at considerable expense),there is
 
comfortin knowing there will be a demand for their skills down the road."
 
embark v.(1)to go,put,or take onto a ship. (2)to start something new.
 
What advice would you give to someone who is embarking on a new
 
career?/
 
c. "Health care dominates as a hot career field withjobs expected to grow
 
fi"om 8.9to 12.8 million between now and the year 2005."
 
(Contiuned)
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dominate v.(1)to have or exercise controlling power. (2)to have the
 
mostimportant place or position. (3)to rise or to be higher than;provide a
 
view from a height above.
 
Wliatlanguage dominates in the field ofinternational business?
 
d. "Teachers - primaiy and secondary and college levels - will be needed.
 
Tliis may be surprising as cities and towns struggle witli budget cuts and
 
lay offteachers. But the baby boomlet- children ofmiddle-aged baby
 
boomers - is liitting school age."
 
cut n.(1)the result ofcutting;an opening;wound. (2)something
 
obtained by cutting(pieces). (3)a reduction in size,amount,etc. (4)
 
infonnal a share.
 
hit V.(1)to give a blow;to strike. (2)to(cause to)come against
 
something with force. (3)infonnal to reach.
 
Ifyou wanted to save some money,what cuts could you make in your
 
current monthly budget?
 
Ifthe retirement age is 65,in what year will you hit retirement? Wliy?
 
- Definitions from Longman Dictionary
 
ofAmerican English
 
(Blanton & Lee, 1995b, P. 35-36)
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D-5: Work Sheet
 
Source of Quote
 
Who does: the. writer quote in her artic^^ back over ,
 
the articlejoh:4-3 to .find these people.. Then complete the
 
chart belbw.^ "'
 
Source ofquote	 Infonuation(in your own words)
 
Patricia Aberdeen	 In the future,there willbejobs in financial
 
services because we are moving towards an
 
informationally based economy.
 
Share ideas about these people,as in the example below.
 
Exatnple; According to Patricia Aberdeen,in the future ..
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E-1: Work Sheet
 
A. Put these goals into the two groups below.
 
I want to become a doctor.
 
I plan to return to my country next year.
 
I want to find a new apartment.
 
I plan to have my own business,
 
I hope to find a job.soon.
 
I hope to have a large family.
 
I hope to earn a Ph.D.
 
I hope to do well in my classes this semester.
 
Short-Term Goals Long-Term Goals
 
to find a new apartment
 
B. List your own short-term and long-term foals.
 
Short-Term Goals Long-Term Goals
 
(Blanton & Lee, 1994, P. 80-81;
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E-2: Fodus Sheet
 
At81,This GraduateProves
 
It's Always Possible to Learn More
 
LOS ANGELES- Jesus Ibarra was
 
confused by the elderly man in the
 
skullcap.';
 
He was obviously much older
 
than other students at Central
 
Adult High School. And he was an
 
Anglo- on a campus where most
 
students are Latinos, blacksy and
 
Asian-Americans.
 
"I asked myself what he was
 
doing here," says Ibarra, 21,ofLos
 
Angeles. "I thought he was a vol
 
unteer.^ The first time I talked to
 
him,I asked a question in English,
 
and he answered in Spanish. I
 
thought he was white and Jewish. I
 
never imagined that he would
 
speak Spanish."
 
Jacob Blitzstein surprised his
 
fellow students all the time. He
 
isn't some stuffy guy, despite his
 
trim gray beard and conservative
 
clothes.
 
Blitzstein is warm and gregari
 
ous. He likes to hear a goodjoke—
 
and loves to tell a good story. He
 
by GaryLibman
 
Lo3 AngelesTimes
 
is tough, especially when it comes
 
to pursuing his dream.
 
Recently, that dream came true.
 
At a ceremony attended by two of
 
his children and three grandchil
 
dren, Blitzstein, 81, graduated
 
from high school.
 
After Principal Lanny Nelms
 
handed hirh the diploma and
 
announced his age, Blitzstein
 
waved to the audience and cried.
 
And why not? He's probably
 
the oldest Central High graduate
 
since the school opened in 1974.
 
Although no recordsofsuch things
 
are kept, a Los Angeles district
 
spokesman says Blitzstein is the
 
oldest graduate he's ever heard of.
 
Earning his diploma took 10
 
years, during which the retired
 
store owner suffered a stroke** and
 
two bouts of pneumonia,^ had two
 
pacemakers- installed, and lost his
 
wife and two siblings.
 
He kept to his task for a reason.
 
School '-is the best medicine you
 
can have," he says. "You have some
 
thing on your mind—a goal."...
 
With his diploma in hand,
 
Blitzstein maintains that he's not
 
through yet.
 
"You know something? I'm
 
going to college," he told a visitor
 
recently. He has checked out West
 
Los Angeles and Santa Monica
 
community colleges and says he
 
hopes to transfer from there to a
 
four-year school. •
 
"It's not a joke," he says. "If I
 
live to the year 2000, maybe I'll be
 
a doctor."
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E-3: Work Sheet
 
Character Analysis Chart
 
Scan the article on E-2 Focus Sheet to find the information
 
below.
 
Jacob Blitzstein
 
Age ■ 
Profession
 
Religion
 
Marital Status
 
Languages
 
Personality
 
Health
 
Goals
 
(Blanton & Lee, 1994, P. 83)
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